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VISION

Indian Heights Park is a place
to ﬁnd balance and healing
in life through Nature, and to
reconnect with our common
heritage

Vision
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SECTION I: PURPOSE, PROCESS AND BACKGROUND
A. Introduction
Indian Heights Park is a small, 37.25 acre natural area in the Friends of the Indian Heights Park
Neighborhood, about two miles northwest of downtown Rochester. The major feature of the park is the
high bluﬀ overlooking the Zumbro River. The Park’s
public access point is at 1800 Terracewood Dr. NW.
Its northeast corner borders 3rd Ave. NW, and its
western border abuts the 100 acre Assisi Heights
property owned by the Sisters of St. Francis. Major
streets in the vicinity are: US-52 to the west, Elton
Hills Drive NW to the north, Broadway Ave./US-63 to
the east, and 7th St. NW to the south. The Zumbro
River lies to the east, less than 300 feet east of the
Park’s eastern border (Figure 1.1 on p. 3). It lies in
City Council Ward 5. Since 2010 , the area surrounding the park has been organized as the Friends of
Indian Heights Park Neighborhood Association.
The Park has been owned by the City of Rochester
and managed as a park since 1974. The City of
Rochester has developed master plans for only a
few of the properties in the City’s park system, and
no plan yet exists for Indian Heights Park. Policies
that have guided the development and management
of Indian Heights Park in the past and present are
mostly unwritten.
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However, master plans are useful documents that
take a long range view of what the park has been
in the past, what its existing conditions and policies
are. Through a public process, master plans create
a vision for the future, analyze issues and alternative strategies, and set forth policies and actions to
realize that vision. Park plans are sometimes written
as “strategic plans”, which identify short term actions
to meet goals that can be accomplished in 3–5 years.
Conversely, “comprehensive” plans delve deeper
into policy analysis, and take a long range view
of what the park should be like in 10 to 20 years.
Comprehensive plans identify policies to reach long
term goals. This Master Plan is a hybrid of a strategic plan and a comprehensive plan. It will guide not
only the short term actions on issues such as habitat
restoration and trail use, but also the long term management of the park.
After years of disagreements over the appropriate use of the park’s land, a steering committee
was formed in 2010, comprised of a broad array of
agency, nonproﬁt, and neighborhood representatives. In 2011 the Park Board approved the steering
committee’s recommendations for future park management. In 2012, a new steering committee was
formed to develop a Master Plan for the Park. This
Plan is the result of the Steering Committee’s eﬀorts.

Indian Heights Park Master Plan

Figure 1.1 Location of Indian Heights Park in Rochester
Rochester, MN
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B. Purpose of the Plan
The primary purpose of the Indian Heights Park
Master Plan is to serve as a City policy document that
identiﬁes goals, objectives, and strategies for the City
to pursue and achieve the vision for the Park. It accomplishes more than that, however, serving several
purposes. It:
• Builds community understanding of,
appreciation of the park assets, and increases
public involvement in the Park through an
open, participatory master planning process
• Documents the history, signiﬁcance, and
existing conditions of the park
• Recognizes the often forgotten sacredness of
the site for Dakota
• Documents Rochester Parks Department
policies for the park that will continue
• Creates new policies that guide future
decision making for the short term
restoration and improvement, and long term
management of the park
• Recognizes the role of partners in park

The need for a Master Plan grew
out of diﬀering points of view
regarding the appropriate uses
14
of the land. In December 1991,
as a compromise for mountain
bikers who had been prohibited
from biking oﬀ trail at Quarry Hill
90
Park, the Park Board approved
a proposal that allowed mountain biking in Indian Heights and
Eastwood Parks for a trial period
from Memorial Day to Labor
Day 1992. An evaluation of the
environmental impacts of the
mountain biking use and a survey
was to be completed in the fall of 1992 to decide
whether biking would be allowed to continue in the
parks. The evaluation was never completed, and
mountain biking use continued in the Park. By this
time, many of the Indian Heights trails had become
signiﬁcantly eroded.
In October 2009, the Rochester Active Sports Club
(RASC) sought and received approval, pending a
native species evaluation, for expanding the bike
trail system on the north side of the park. In the fall
of 2009, brush removal to create trails commenced
without notiﬁcation of neighbors. There were public
objections to the bike trail plan, especially after
neighbors learned that the native species evaluation
had not been complete. The Park Board heard feedback from many in May, June and July 2010. The
mountain bike trail proposal became more complex
when it was noted that the land near or in the park
was a burial site for some Native Americans in the
mid-1850s. The perceived lack of transparency over
these events as well as public concern for the land
and its wildlife inspired the Park Board to form a
steering committee to resolve the conﬂict. It also

Section I: Purpose, Process and Background
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inspired adjacent landowners to form a neighborhood group through RNeighbors called the Friend
of Indian Heights Neighborhood Association. At the
Park Board meetings in July, August and September
2010 the Board approved the formation of a Steering
Committee to “review the purpose of the park and
develop an overarching plan for the use of the park,”
according to the Park Board minutes.
The nine-member Steering Committee was comprised of representatives from: the Friends of Indian
Heights Neighborhood Association, the Native
American Center for Southeastern Minnesota, the
Rochester Active Sports Club, the Park Board, interested citizens, and the City Park and Recreation
Department. The Committee met twice a month
from November 2010 through October 2011.
In October 2011 the Park Board approved the
Committee recommendations listed in Figure 1.2.
The Steering Committee also recommended that the
Park Board and staﬀ investigate the development of
mountain bike trails elsewhere within the Rochester
park system, such as at Gamehaven Reservoir, following an environmental review. This recommendation
was also approved.
Since then, the Park and Recreation Department and
its partners have begun implementing several of the
recommendations:
• Park and Recreation Department staﬀ have
surveyed and marked the boundaries
• A new steering committee was formed in
December 2012 to draft a master plan for the
Park. RNeighbors/Friends of Indian Heights
Park Neighborhood Association received a
technical assistance grant from the National
Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation
Assistance Program (RTCA) for an RTCA staﬀ
person to assist the new steering committee.
This Steering Committee has been working to
assess conditions, reach agreement on policy
issues, and create this draft Master Plan.
• Park and Recreation staﬀ began immediately
to enforce the discontinuance of bicycle uses
PAGE 4

in the park. In 2015, the Gamehaven Park
Master Plan was approved, which includes a
development plan to expand facilities in the
reservoir area to turn it into a four season,
nature based, outdoor active recreational
venue that draws regional visitors. The
Gamehaven plan calls for an expanded
summer and winter mountain biking trail
system, so that the park becomes a regional
mountain biking destination.
• FOIH began organizing habitat restoration
projects in 2010, and has since held ten
community work days in the Park. Volunteers
from around the community have removed
invasive species, and have collected native
seeds at Oronoco Scientiﬁc and Natural Area
for use by MnDNR at Indian Heights Park
• In 2015 RNeighbors/FOIH received LessardSams Outdoor Heritage Council Conservation
Partners Legacy funds to remove the invasive
garlic mustard, buckthorn and reed canary
grass, through volunteers from partner
organizations and a contract with the
Conservation Corps of Minnesota and Iowa.
• FOIH hosted Project Get Outdoors nature
exploration events at the Park for children in
the summers of 2015 and 2016 to help inspire
the next generation of park stewards.
• Greater Rochester Area Dakota Supporters
(GRADS) has organized and held events in the
Park for Dakota people, including “Wiping of
the Tears” ceremonies in 2011 and 2012.
• In 2013 GRADS received a cultural grant
from the Minnesota Historical Society to
hold lectures by Dakota elders at temporary
ceremonial circles in the Park.

D. Master Plan Process
The new steering committee was formed to prepare
a master plan, and to coordinate eﬀorts to begin
implementation of the Park Board’s 2011 directives.
The committee represents a partnership between
the City Park and Recreation Department and several

Indian Heights Park Master Plan

Fig. 1.2 Steering Committee Goals Approved by the Rochester Park Board, Oct. 20111
• Re-establish and mark the boundaries of Indian Heights Park and identify park entry point(s). Park and
Recreation staﬀ, in conjunction with the appropriate city staﬀ and/or outside ﬁrms, will identify and
mark the park boundaries.
• Complete an ethnographic review of the Park Property. Park and Recreation staﬀ will contract with a
professional consulting group to further research and document history and archaeological signiﬁcance
of the land on which the park resides, including a park walk through. This review will follow best
practice and invite participation by appropriate Native American organizations including the Native
American Center of Southeast Minnesota, the Dakota Nation, and other appropriate Native American
Communities.
• Discontinue the use of bicycles in the park in recognition of the park as a Native American sacred site
and having limited usable topographic area.
• Allow other forms of outdoor recreation consistent with a sacred site to continue such as hiking, birding,
snowshoeing.
• Design and develop an educational kiosk at the park entrance with the collaboration of appropriate
interested community groups. Such a kiosk may include a map of the park outlining the network of
maintained trails, identifying park rules, describing the natural environment of the park and informing
the community of both the Native American and European history of the site.
• Restore the oak savanna. Indian Heights Park should be maintained to secure and restore its unique
environmental qualities and ecological systems to pre-European contact time period. Park and
Recreation staﬀ and interested community groups and citizens will develop and carry out a multi-year
plan to restore the oak savannas.
• Recognize in Indian Heights Park the Dakota/Native American historical presence in Southeast MN.
Park and Recreation staﬀ will develop options in collaboration with interested Native American groups,
interested citizens and community groups. There are models that should serve as a “best practice”
models for how sacred sites can exist and be protected on public land the Oheyawahi/ Pilot Knob
preservation project in Mendota Heights, Minnesota, and Eﬃgy Mounds in Iowa.
nonproﬁt partners, and is comprised of: City Park
and Recreation staﬀ, and representatives from:
RNeighbors, FOIH, the Native American Center of
Southeastern Minnesota, GRADS, the Zumbro Valley
Audubon Society, and Prairie Smoke. Other minor
partners that have been consulted include:

• Rochester public Library,
• United Way of Olmsted County,
• Human Rights commission,
• Native CIRCLE - Mayo Clinic,
• Rochester-Olmsted Planning Department,

• Rochester Public Schools,

• Rochester Public works Department,

• Minnesota-Iowa Conservation Corps,

• Mississippi Valley Archaeology Center, and

• Rochester Community and Technical College,

• History Center of Olmsted County.

• Rochester Diversity Council,

The committee included several of the original Indian
Heights Park committee members and met regularly
Section I: Purpose, Process and Background
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between December 2013 and August 2014, then
again in early 2017. The master plan process was
provided no City funding, so has been largely a community-driven, volunteer eﬀort, which followed these
steps:

1. Groundwork

• Publish 2nd Draft Master Plan for Park Board
and public review
• Present 2nd Draft Master Plan to Park Board
at a public meeting
• Adoption by Park Board (with any approved
changes)
• Prepare and publish ﬁnal Master Plan

• Create team
• Develop team understanding of partner
perspectives, Park Board directives, and park
history and signiﬁcance
• Inventory existing conditions, including a
natural resources site analysis
• Establish a vision and primary goals for the
Park

2. Analysis

• Identify park issues, opportunities and
constraints in the categories of: cultural,
interpretive, the built environment, natural
resources, coordination and partnerships and
management and maintenance
• Identify the capabilities and resources of
primary and minor partners
• Develop and assess alternative approaches
and policies

E. Public Involvement in the
Master Plan Process
Citizens of and organizations in Rochester have been
extensively involved in the creation of this document
through the Indian Heights Park Steering Committee
in 2010-11, and in the Indian Heights Park Master
Plan Steering Committee from 2013 to 2017. This
Plan is the result of a cooperative eﬀort with partner
organizations to create a document that respects and
reﬂects the diverse perspectives found in the greater
Rochester community.
The general public will be able to review the Draft
Master Plan when the Plan is submitted to the
Rochester Park Board, on April 27, 2017. The public
will be able to comment on the Plan in person at a
Park Board meeting, tentatively planned for May
2017, or in writing.

• Select preferred alternatives for inclusion in
draft plan

ENDNOTES

3. Plan Preparation

• Set priorities and time speciﬁc
implementation strategies
• Identify potential funding sources and other
resources

1. Recommendation from the Indian Heights Park
Steering Report to the Park Board Commissioners,
Rochester Park and Recreation Department Board of
Park Commissioners Meeting of Tues, October 4, 2011.

• Create maintenance and management
guidelines
• Compile ﬁrst Draft Master Plan

4. Adoption

• Obtain public and partner input on Draft
Master Plan
• Revise Plan as necessary; prepare 2nd Draft
Master Plan
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SECTION II: EXISTING CONDITIONS
A. City and Regional Context
1. City Demographics

Rochester, in southeast Minnesota, is the third largest city in the state, with a population of 110,275,
and is the largest city outside the Minneapolis-St.
Paul metropolitan area.1 It is a regional hub, known
for the internationally renowned Mayo Clinic
(Minnesota’s largest employer).
According to the Parks and Recreation System Plan,
the city’s population is expected to exceed 160,000
residents by 2040. While Rochester is a relatively
youthful city now, the population is aging. The city’s
population is now 81% white, non-Hispanic, and 19%
people of color. Now, 18% of the city’s households
speak a language other than English at home, and
81 languages are spoken in the homes of Olmsted
County’s K-12 students. International immigration of
minority populations are expected to increase.
Rochester is a relatively aﬄuent city with 27% of all
households earning an annual income of $100,000
or more. However, the median household income
decreased between 2000 and 2010. The poverty rate
is stable and well below the national average, but 9%
of Rochester households live in poverty. Rochester
residents are also generally well-educated, with high

rates of college and post-graduate attainment. The
percentage of residents with a bachelor’s degree or
higher is estimated at 43%, much higher than the
national average of 29%.2
In addition to residents and employees, Rochester
parks also serve visitors who come to the city for
health care, conventions, tournaments and shopping. Mayo Clinic alone serves more than 1.3 million
patients annually.

2. Rochester Comprehensive Plans

The existing comprehensive plan for the City was
adopted in 1978, with numerous subsequent amendments. This plan gives little guidance for the City’s
park system. A new 2040 Comprehensive Plan
(Planning 2 Succeed) is being developed at the same
time as this Master Plan.
The new (Draft) 2040 Comprehensive Plan lists Indian
Heights Park’s park type as “Natural Resource Area,”
and identiﬁes the existing land use as “Parks and
Protected Open Space.” The (Draft) future land use
plan map depicts the park as “Recreation Area—
Open Space .” The existing zoning is R1 . The park
can be aﬀected by adjacent land uses. The Future
Land Use Plan depicts no major changes to surrounding land uses. To the north, it allows mixed density

Section II: Existing Conditions
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Figure 2.1 Indian Heights Park Aerial Map; MN Geospatial Information Ofﬁce Imagery

Assisi
Heights
Crenlo
Park

residential, and commercial along 19th St. NW; low
density residential to the east and south of the park,
with the exception of continuing industrial use at
the Crenlo property southeast of the park (Figure
2.1). The only major change in land use allowed is
low density residential to the west of the Park, where
Assisi Heights is now. Indian Heights Park’s natural
resources beneﬁt from being adjacent to the largely
natural Assisi Heights property. If that property becomes residential, the park may experience increased
invasion of exotic plant species, and increased attention to the western border of the park will be
necessary. However, institutional and civic uses
are allowed in low density residential zones, so the
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current land use may continue for many years.

3. Rochester Park System and System
Plan

The City of Rochester has an extensive green space
system of 100 parks, covering over 4,200 acres, plus
over 85 miles of trails, administered by the Parks and
Recreation department. In 2015/16 the City created
its ﬁrst Rochester Parks and Recreation System Plan,
a 20-year, comprehensive policy document, at the
same time as this Master Plan process. The System
Plan (August 2016) includes much information and
guidance that is relevant to Indian Heights Park.

Indian Heights Park Master Plan

Fig. 2.2 Parks and Recreation Trends Addressed in the Indian Heights Park Master Plan
Societal Trend, from System Plan*

How the Trend is Addressed in IHP Master Plan
IHP is in a convenient location close to residential
areas and downtown; is open daylight hours

Increasing demand on time

Safety is addressed through boundary management,
CPTED, volunteer patrols, policing, and park management policies
IHP is a natural park for unstructured nature exploration, and nature and culture related programming

Increasingly anxious about safety
Increasingly disconnected from nature
Increased importance of place and experience
Increasing physical and mental health problems
Increased interest in aging actively
Increasing diversity

More transient

Pinched household and government budgets

Demand for green alternatives
Rise of informal adult recreation versus league
participation
Interest in specialized facilities and new/non-traditional sports

IHP has a strong sense of place, to be enhanced with
interpretive signs, ceremonies and events
Experiencing natural areas has been proven to help
relieve several mental and physical illnesses
IHP oﬀers walking trails, volunteer opportunities and
accessibility for people with disabilities
IHP is a sacred place for Native Americans, and oﬀers
a place for events and ceremonies; this Plan respects
the sacredness by proposing minimal development
This Plan recommends increased wayﬁnding information and outreach through multiple media and
partners
This Plan has been primarily developed by partners
and volunteers, and recommends partner involvement in habitat restoration, programming and
maintenance
This Plan recommends native habitat restoration,
bicycle parking, and improved wayﬁnding for alternative transportation
IHP oﬀers trails for informal recreation
This environmental park is an ideal location for a
trend not mentioned in the System Plan: natural
areas for free ranging nature exploration and play

*Left column includes those trends from the Rochester Parks and Recreation System Plan, Aug 2016, that will be
addressed in the Indian Heights Park Master Plan

The System Plan includes Indian Heights Park in
the Northwest Zone, in subzone E, bordered by
Residential Land Use . It deﬁnes a classiﬁcation
system of nine park categories, diﬀerentiated by size
and type. Indian Heights Park is designated as an

Environmental Park. The use of environmental parks
is described as, “areas focused on the provision of
natural environments, passive recreation, and ecological education.” These types of parks may draw
visitors from across the community or the region, but

Section II: Existing Conditions
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Fig. 2.3 Key System Listening Session Findings Addressed in This Master Plan
Listening Session/Questionnaire Finding*
Partnership between Parks and Recreation and community organization continue to grow

Marketing/brand awareness is needed

How the Finding is Addressed in This Plan
Many community partners created this Master
Plan, and more partners have expressed interest in
being involved in the Plan’s implementation. See
“Partnerships” on page 71 for a list of partners.
FOIH, GRADS, and other partners have increased
community awareness of and involvement in the
Park, such as the Wiping of the Tears ceremonies and
habitat restoration volunteer days.

Recognition that maintenance/upgrading to the
system is needed

This Master Plan provides management policies as
well as action strategies for this Environmental Park
This site is especially important to the Dakota
Community. The Native American Center has been
involved since the Steering Committee was formed
in 2010, and GRADS has played a key role in creating this Master Plan, increasing public awareness of
Indian Heights Park as a sacred site, and in bringing
Dakota people back to the Park. Policies in this Plan
try to respect Dakota values, and include continuing
outreach.
Improvements to maintenance and minor improvements to Park facilities are recommended.

Desire for improving existing system rather than signiﬁcant expansion

Plan policies will enhance the park user’s experience
in an existing but lesser known park

Desire for more natural areas

Habitat restoration will improve the environmental
quality of the Park, and wayﬁnding and programming
improvements will increase community-wide awareness and use of the Park.

Direction is needed on natural areas

Outreach to minority/ethnic groups is needed.

*Left column includes those listening sessions from the Rochester Parks and Recreation System Plan, Aug 2016, that will
be addressed in the Indian Heights Park Master Plan

facilities are typically limited to natural areas, trails,
restrooms, and the like. Other examples of environmental parks in Rochester include Willow Creek
Reservoir and Prairie Crossing.
a) Trends
Societal trends that impact parks and recreation are
described in the System Plan. These trends have
been considered in this Master Plan (Figure 2.2 on p.
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9). Societal trends relevant to parks and recreation
are listed, along with ways that Indian Heights Park
(IHP) can play a role in addressing these trends. See
Section III: Issue Analysis and Strategic Plan for more
details.
b) Community Input in System Plan
The System Planning process included many opportunities for community input. Several of the key

Indian Heights Park Master Plan

Photo 2.1 1937 Rochester Aerial3

narrowed the diverse ﬁndings down to four
major themes that identiﬁed existing assets
and opportunities for community investment.
The second theme stated that the people of
Rochester enjoy being outdoors and use the
parks and trails system frequently.
In the vicinity of Indian Heights Park, the 2012
Rochester Bicycle Map depicts on street bicycle lanes along 3rd Ave. NW connecting to
oﬀ street paved trails in Thompson Mill Race.
From there, paved trails extend north along
West River Parkway NW, southwest to Cooke
and Kutzky Parks and beyond, and southeast
along the Zumbro River. The Rochester Park
and Trail System Map depicts the same trail
connections as the oﬀ street paved trails near
Indian Heights.

B. History of Indian Heights
Park Land
ﬁndings from the listening sessions and online questionnaires are relevant to Indian Heights Park. Figure
2.3 describes how several of the listening session’s
ﬁndings are addressed in this Master Plan.

4. Other Rochester Plans

The Destination Medical Center Draft Plan (2015
Draft) guides the implementation of the Destination
Medical Center (DMC) initiative. The boundary of
the DMC areas extends to the railroad corridor just
north of Civic Center Drive NW, so does not include
the Indian Heights Park area. However, because of
the Park’s close proximity to the Mayo Clinic campus,
with its 1.3 million annual patients, and the future
Destination Medical Center area, the potential use of
the park by patients and their families has been considered in the development of this Plan. See Strategy
14.2 on p. 65 for more details.
For the About YoU —Rochester Community Asset
Inventory Report of 2012, the Rochester Downtown
Alliance (RDA) conducted online surveys to provide
a snapshot of community member perspectives
on community life and living in Rochester. The RDA

1. Social and Cultural History
a) Native American History
The natural elements of ﬁre, wind and water formed
the landscape of southeastern Minnesota for thousands of years leaving behind rivers, lakes, fertile
prairies, and unique land formations. Abundant
wild life and a rich assortment of edible plants made
Southeastern Minnesota a vibrant home for indigenous peoples.
Long before Rochester was settled by Europeans the
Dakota believe that their origins began in Minnesota.
The Creator made them from this land and water.
The Dakota made their home along the Minnesota,
Vermilion, Mississippi, and Zumbro Rivers.
Prior to European contact the Dakota and their
ancient ancestors roamed this area freely using the
lush vegetation and abundance of game as a means
to sustain themselves. They used the waterways
such as the Zumbro River to explore, hunt, and trade
with other tribes. The area that encompasses Assisi
Heights, Indian Heights Park and Crenlo was once a

Section II: Existing Conditions
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massive geophysical structure that was carved out
by nature. This area was signiﬁcant to the Indian
Heights Dakota bands that resided in this area because it was the highest point of elevation in the
area whose eastern slope faced the rising sun and
Zumbro River. These conditions gave the area its
sacred nature and therefore, ceremonies such as
vision quests and ‘Wiping of the Tears’ were likely
held there.
Oral tradition states that a camp of about 200
Dakota was located along the bend of the Zumbro
River near Indian Heights Park. History records that
burials were placed in the area. The last known
Dakota bands to use the area up until 1858, were the
Mdewakanton, Wahpekute, Wahpeton, and Sisseton.
By this time the Dakota had ceded thousands of acres
of their ancestral lands. The park fell into obscurity
by the Dakota after the Dakota Exile of 1863.4
The History of Olmsted County5 and Eaton’s History6
state that, “the new Indian Heights addition to the
City of Rochester was once the site of an Indian camp
and burying ground.” It is related that about 200
Indians camped about six weeks in the early winter
of 1854 on the river bottom near the mill in north
Rochester, now the site of Thompson Mill Race. Four
or ﬁve of their tribe died of sickness. Because of the
deaths, they moved their camp.

“

In Eaton’s History,7 a resident of the area recalls that
there:
…was a small burying grounds on the
beautifully and sightly point of bluﬀ on the
north edge of Rochester on the now farm of
Carl L. Schultz near the Donahue quarry and
the Cascade mill. On the crest of the bluﬀ,
four or ﬁve graves were ranged. The bodies
had been laid on the rocky surface and a roof
of shakes protected each one, but time and
perhaps white people have desecrated the
graves and bones and heads could be seen
through the crumbled sides. The graves were
there as late as 1862, but now the rocks are
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”

bare and the graves gone, swept away, it is
thought in the cyclone of 1883, so passed
away the Indian occupancy.

-Esquire Bucklin

According to Dakota history, Indian Heights Park was
so named for the Dakota people who had resided in
this area until 1858, and were buried on the land.
As a result of the U.S. Dakota Conﬂict of 1862 and
the Dakota Exile of 1863, continual use of the once
sacred site by the Dakota was prohibited, although
it is recorded that members of the Dakota bands
visited this site after the Dakota Exile, at the peril of
their lives. The last known bands in this area were
the Mdewakanton, Wahpekute, Sisseton, and the
Wahpeton.8
There is some speculation by historians of European
descent as to whether the ‘burying ground” mentioned by Esquire Bucklin was indeed located on the
bluﬀ in present-day Indian Heights Park. However, it
is interesting to note that archaeologists and historians indicate that the burial of bones by Dakota
people would have taken place for hundreds of
years all along the east side of the Park, and that the
Dakota chose this land as a burial ground due to its
sacredness.
b) European Settlement History

Minnesota became a territory in 1849. In 1851, the
Treaty of Traverse des Sioux was signed, an agreement between the Sisseton and Wahpeton bands of
Dakota and the U.S. government transferring ownership of much of southern and western Minnesota to
the United States. The Dakota were in a very weak
bargaining position because they believed that if they
did not sell their land, the United States would take
it.
It is likely that year-round habitation by European
settlers along the Zumbro River began in the 1850’s.
In the early days of Rochester, the mill on the Zumbro
River below and east of Indian Heights, now a historic
site in Thompson Mill Race, was the landmark in the
area, and the quarry on Indian Heights was surrounded by farms. By 1896 what is now 3rd Ave. NW
was platted as Oronoco Street as the city continued

Indian Heights Park Master Plan

Photo 2.2 Quarry Workers Near Rochester, 193610

to grow.
It wasn’t until the 1960s and ‘70s that
the immediate area surrounding the
future park was developed for residences. Crenlo, Inc. developed the area
to the east, carving away part of the bluﬀ
in the process. During this era the future
park land was purchased by Springer for
development, but the neighbors strongly
objected, as it was the only remaining
undeveloped wooded area in northwest
Rochester. The neighbors became activists for preserving the land as a park.
Eventually the City agreed, and Indian
Heights was acquired in 1974.

2. Park Land Use

Photo 2.3 Rochester, 186711

a) Native American Land Use
The Dakota of Southeast Minnesota traditionally remained closer to the Mississippi
River than the Zumbro River since the
Zumbro was not as suitable for a large tribe.
However, the lands surrounding the Zumbro
River including the present-day Indian
Heights Park lands were likely used as wintering sites for smaller bands of Dakota, with
bluﬀs like the ones in Indian Heights Park
used as a lookout for game and for ceremonial purposes.9

In addition to use as a residency for the
Dakota, Indian Heights Park also served as a
burial ground for their deceased. The Dakota
buried their deceased in Indian Heights
Park in a location that has since been known as the
“Indian burying-ground.”
b) 1850’s – 1974
From 1856 until th mid-1900s, parts of what is now
Indian Heights Park were used to quarry limestone.
Limestone quarried from the area was probably used
for building in the early years. It was discovered to
be of poor quality for building, and was then quarried
for road construction. The two quarries on the area

operated until the mid-1900s.
c) 1974 – Present
The Indian Heights Park land has been under City
ownership and management for over forty years.
The park is named for the Dakota People who had
resided in the area and were buried on the land.
No master plan for the park is known to exist. The
park has been governed by general City regulations,
and Parks and Recreation Department policies and
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Figure 2.4 Olmstead County Zoning Map Featuring
Indian Heights Park Zoning122

R-1

management protocol. Below is a summary of the
Park’s development history.
• Indian Heights was acquired by the City of
Rochester in 1974 through condemnation
proceedings at a cost of $200,000. Funding
came from the Land and Water Conservation
(LAWCON) Fund and matching state grants.
Parks purchased with LAWCON Funds must
remain in public outdoor recreation uses,
with some exceptions (see Appendix for more
details).
• A parking lot was constructed in 1979
• Nature trails were graded and surfaced in
1980.
• Other trails were developed and grass was
planted on slopes in 1983.
• In 1989, additional parking curbs were built,
access to trails was improved and regulatory
signage was added.
The Park land is zoned as R-1, the Low Density
Residential District, in the Olmsted County Zoning
PAGE 14

City park.

Ordinance and Map.133 The Zoning
Ordinance is administered by
the Rochester -- Olmsted County
Planning Department. The R-1
District mainly allows single family
detached dwellings. Public or
private parks are allowed in this
District as conditional uses (Sect.
6.02.) The Ordinance does not
have a zone, overlay zoning district, or special district for parks;
parks are simply included in other
districts for which the primary
purposes are residential, commercial or industrial. The Zoning
Ordinance, therefore, does not
provide any protection for the Park
from being converted to other uses
allowed in the R-1 zone. However,
the Rochester Parks & Recreation
System Plan (2016)144 conﬁrms
the City’s intention to continue to
manage Indian Heights Park as a

For more detailed information on Park history, see
the FOIH website
at: www.foih.org.

3. Surrounding Land Uses
The surrounding land uses have varied from single
family homes to industrial and institutional. Assisi
Heights, the residence of the Sisters of St. Francis,
was founded in 1953 and lies to west of the Park. The
Sisters purchased the 50 acres of the Wilson property
and 88 acres of the Klein farm in 1949. Ground was
broken in April of 1952, and the corner stone was laid
in July 1953. It is owned by the Academy of Our Lady
of Lourdes, and includes large buildings for residence,
meetings, gathering, and worship. Originally 138
acres, some lands were sold to Samaritan Bethany,
which is now the Adult and Teen Challenge, and
some to Hiawatha Homes. The Academy continues to
own 100 acres, including the former Wilson House,
which Mayo Clinic restored and uses for meetings
and gatherings. Mayo staﬀ now tend the lawn and
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gardens, and hold a Children’s day on the property
each fall. Assisi Heights is larger than the park, and
these two properties combined form a large, relatively undisturbed habitat for birds and wildlife.
The north side of the park abuts the backyards of
single family homes along Terracewood Dr. NW in
the Indian Heights 3rd subdivision, and along 19th
St. NW in the City Lands subdivision. A portion of
the Park’s land extends between residential homes
along 19th St. NW and abuts 60 ft. of the 19th St.
NW right-of-way. In the northeast corner of the
park, a 280 ft. segment of the park boundary abuts
the right-of-way of 3rd Ave. NW. The remaining
eastern border of the park lies adjacent to a private historic home, and industrial property owned
by Crenlo, Inc. Crenlo’s 87 acre property includes
a 191,000 sq. ft. building that houses corporate
oﬃces, storage and manufacturing operations as
well as an 80,000 sq. ft. employee parking lot. The
edge of the Crenlo property extends up to near
the top of the bluﬀ at the primary overlook in the
park. To the south are the backyards of residential
homes along 17th St. NW in the Indian Heights
2nd subdivision, and along 15½ St. NW in the
Wilson Hill Subdivision.

Fig. 2.5 Park Signiﬁcance Statements
Indian Heights Park is signiﬁcant because:
1. It is a sacred site and burial ground for the
Dakota, who resided in the area since at least
the 1600’s and into the 1850’s. Other Native
Americans may have inhabited the area long ago
as well;
2. It is one of only a few natural wooded areas in
northwest Rochester, and is the closest natural
area to downtown Rochester;
3. It is one of the highest bluﬀs in Rochester that is
publicly owned; and
4. Its geology and topography oﬀer an opportunity
to restore the ﬂora of the park to an example of
bluﬀ habitat, rare in Rochester.
5. The park land’s nearly 100 year history as a
quarry has played a role in the development of
Rochester; and
6. The minimal development of the park since
quarry operations ended in the 1950’s tells the
story of nature’s ability to heal itself.

Figure 2.6 Rochester Subsection of the
Paleozoic Plateau155

The Crenlo property is currently zoned as M-2,
and all of the remaining land that abuts the park is
zoned R-1, including the Park and Assisi Heights.

C. Signiﬁcance of Park
As demonstrated in the cultural and social history
section of this plan, Indian Heights Park means
many things to many people. Its signiﬁcance as a
part of the City of Rochester’s park system stems
from its cultural history and natural resources. The
steering committee expressed the Parks’ meaning
with the words represented in Figure 2.7 on p.
16. Figure 2.5 shows a more formal statement of
signiﬁcance.

D. Inventory of Resources
1. Property Information

Zoned as R1, the current designation does not
Section II: Existing Conditions
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Fig. 2.7 Indian Heights Park’s Meaning to IHP Steering Committee Members

solitude • memories
sacred • serenity
mysteries • symbolic
grounding • oneness
contemplative • historical
spiritual • medicinal • wild
timeless • continuity
energizing • natural
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Figure 2.8 Indian Heights Park Soil Types166

protect against development. R1 allows for residential, institutional, and civic uses.

2. Natural Resource Inventory
a) Site Geology
According to the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources’ (MN-DNR) ecological classiﬁcation system,
Rochester and Indian Heights are in the Rochester
Plateau subsection or the Paleozoic Plateau (Figure
2.6). This subsection is glaciated, bedrock controlled
terrain intermediate between the rugged driftless
area to the east and rolling glacial terrain to the west.
The bluﬄands to the east were not totally glaciated,

so consist of an ancient sedimentary plateau deeply
cut by streams. Wind blown loess soils cover the
area to modest depths. The area to the west has
glacial drift and loess to considerably greater depths.
Rochester itself has some characteristics of both
areas.
Indian Heights itself is on the east end of an elongated hill with surrounding areas carved out by the
Zumbro River, Cascade Creek and other streams. The
top of the hill is limestone with a thin (0-4 ft) layer
of loess soil. Outcroppings of Galena limestone are
common around the hilltop, and were quarried for
local building stone and aggregate from the 1850s
to around 1960. Underlying this is Decorah shale,

Section II: Existing Conditions
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Figure 2.9 1854 Orignial Land Survey177

Platteville limestone, Glenwood
shale, and St. Peter sandstone.
These are ancient sedimentary
rocks, deposited around 450
million years ago, and still laying
largely horizontal.
Indian Heights Park includes a
ridge with a promontory, so most
of the territory is hill, with slopes
up to 50%. Only about 10% of the
park is nearly ﬂat, which was in
part created from mining/excavation prior to the area becoming a
park.
b) Soil Types

Figure 2.10 Indian Heights Park after 1883 Tornado18

The soils of the park, as depicted
in Figure 2.8, are loam to silt
loam, and nearly all are highly
erodible. They range from bare
limestone rock in the quarried
areas, to thin limey soils on the
south facing slopes, through
shallow loam on the ridge top,
to moderately deep silt loam on
the north facing slopes, to deep
silt loam in the lower northeast
valley. In addition to the quarry,
the following types of loam can
be found in the park:
• Frontenac loam
• Chaseburg silt loam
• Marlean silty clay loam
• Lindstrom silt loam
• Mt. Carroll silt loam
• Channahon loam
• Dorerton loam
• Eyota loamy sand
• Brodale ﬂaggy loam
The range of plant communities
reﬂects this variation in soils and
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Photo 2.5 Narrow woodland trail west of quarry

Photo 2.4 Oak savanna area
after removal of invasives

Photo 2.6 Trail intersection in the savanna

terrain.
c) Pre-settlement and Historic Vegetation
According to the original land survey of 1854 (Figure
2.9), the area later known as Indian Heights was
‘brush prairie’, corresponding to dry oak savanna. To
the south of the hill was early succession oak forest.
To the east was oak openings, much like oak savanna

Photo 2.7 Wild ﬂowers grow in
abundance near the quarry area

but with a higher density of trees. North of the north
base of the hill is marked as prairie. Note that these
notes from the earliest land surveys were taken only
at section corners, so may miss small areas of diﬀerent vegetation. The survey map from 1854 indicates
that at least the western part of the hill was ‘hazel
rough’.

Section II: Existing Conditions
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Early photographs of the Rochester area show hills
with few trees and shrubs. Indian Heights and the
surrounding area were in the path or on the edge of
an 1883 tornado, which also changed the area’s vegetation (Figure 2.10 and Appendix).
An aerial photo from 1937 shows that most of the
current park area was being actively quarried, but the
area west of the quarry was wooded, including both
the hilltop and the north slope within the current
park. Succession from prairie through savanna to oak
woodland and on to maple-basswood forests is the
norm for this part of Minnesota.
d) Existing Plant and Animal Species
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(1) Plants
At this time, four plant communities remain at Indian
Heights (Figure 2.11):
1. Maple-basswood forest covers the north slopes
2. Oak woodlands dominate the top of the hill
3. Oak savanna in a degraded overgrown form is
on the south and east slopes
4. The former quarry areas are a mix of vegetation
ranging from wetland plants to prairie, riparian
woodland, oak savanna and mesic woodland,
along with a variety of non-native plants.

Indian Heights Park Master Plan

Each of the plant communities grades into the
next; the line between types is seldom sharp.
And succession from ﬁre-tolerant to shade tolerant plants is gradually changing each area from
one plant community to another.

Figure 2.12 Rare, Threatened, and
Endangered Species Near & Around the Park
(diamond-shaped marks in river)199

Currently, the maple-basswood forest in Indian
Height Park most closely matches MN DNR native
plant community MHs39, southern mesic maple-basswood. The oak woodland most closely
matches FDs38, southern dry-mesic oak-hickory woodland. The savanna is best classiﬁed as
UPs14, southern dry savanna.

3. Biodiversity Signiﬁcance

Biodiversity signiﬁcance ranks are a measure of
the statewide importance of Minnesota County
Biological Survey sites for native biological diversity (Figure 2.12). They are based on the presence
of rare species at a site, the size and condition
of native plant communities within the site, and
the landscape context of the site. Biodiversity
signiﬁcance ranks are used to prioritize and guide
conservation and management of MCBS sites.

Photo 2.8 Concrete remnants in the quarry

MnDNR’s draft “Areas of Biodiversity Signiﬁcance
in Minnesota” map of 2014, depicts only a few
locations in Olmsted County that are ranked
as outstanding, high, or moderate biodiversity
signiﬁcance. None of these sites are near Indian
Heights Park. However, this likely means that
MnDNR staﬀ have not conducted a thorough
survey of the park.
(2) Animals
Mammals using the Indian Heights area as their
habitat include mostly small ground and tree dwellers, though fox and white tail deer can also be seen.
A few varieties of snakes are also present. Full lists
of mammals and reptiles in the area have not been
updated since 1973. The lists of 14 mammals and ﬁve
reptiles residing in the Indian Heights area can be
found in the Appendix.
An inventory of bird species residing in Indian Heights
was collected between May of 2006 and May of

2008. The full list of all 82 birds that were sighted
on 18 trips over the two year period can be found in
the Appendix. A red-headed woodpecker has been
sighted, and the Park is the home of nesting Cooper’s
Hawks and Pileated Woodpeckers.
(3) Rare, Threatened and Endangered Species
Although there are no endangered species in Indian
Heights Park, two federally and state-listed animals
and one previously state listed animal reside in the
Zumbro River Corridor nearby. If rare, threatened,
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Figure 2.13 Indian Heights Park Wetland Map20

endangered or species of special concern, either
federal or state, are found in the Park in the future,
the City will follow the environmental laws and best
management practices oﬀered by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and the Minnesota DNR to protect
the species.
Volunteers with Minnesota Master Naturalists, Prairie
Smoke and Zumbro Valley Audubon did an inventory
of plant species in 2013 and found 65, six of which
are invasive. Since then, FOIH has added a wetland
orchid, Spiranthes cernua (L.) Rich., Nodding Ladies
Tresses.
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4. Archaeological Information

Written evidence exists of Dakota burials in the high
elevations of the park, as described in the “Native
American History” section on p. 11. However, it is
the desire of current Dakota residents of the region,
represented by the Greater Rochester Area Dakota
Supporters (GRADS), that the land on the higher
elevations of the park not be disturbed and that no
archaeological surveying that involves digging be
undertaken.
Eroded concrete elements from the quarry operations in the latter half of the 20th Century remain in
the north quarry area (Photo 2.8 on p. 21 ). These
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Figure 2.14 Indian Heights Park Natural Surface Trails
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elements are small, and not of signiﬁcant quantity or quality. The quarry area shows clear
evidence of the former quarry operations in the
vertical cliﬀs that surround the south end of the
area, and in the ﬂat stone surface of the interior
of the quarry area.

Trails to be closed
Informal Firepits (to
be closed)

Photo 2.9 Asphalt parking lot looking S at
park entrance

5. Wetlands

One wetland in Indian Heights Park is listed on
the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) (Figure
2.13). It is a 2.83 acre Palustrine, emergent,
persistent, seasonally ﬂooded wetland that was
excavated by humans. This means that rooted
plants emerge above the water surface and
Section II: Existing Conditions
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Photo 2.10 Existing bike rack: old shape will
not ﬁt some modern bikes and locks

Photo 2.11 Park entrance area contains
scattered signs, looking S to trail entrance

remain standing at least until the beginning of the
next growing season; it is small and shallow, and
has surface water for extended periods, especially
early in the growing season (see the Appendix for
the full deﬁnition). It was created 60 – 100 years
ago by the quarrying process, and has regenerated into a freshwater wetland. According to the
NWI map, the largest portion of the wetland is in
the northern portion of the quarry area, continues south in a narrow band on the western edge
of the land below the quarried cliﬀs, and widens
again into a pond below the southern quarried
cliﬀs. The NWI maps are for general reference
only; to know the true extent of this wetland, it
would need to be delineated by a wetland specialist. The most visible section of the wetland is
the southern pond. Some seasonally wet areas
exist in the northern quarry area, but it is suspected that the wetland is actually smaller than
depicted on the map, and may have separated
into two or more smaller wetlands. The wetlands
contain three hydrophilic species: American
pondweed, large ﬂowered mud plantain, and
nodding ladies tresses.

6. Floodplains

Photo 2.12 Alvar in quarry area contains a
limestone plain. exposed bedrock & little soil

The entire Park is classiﬁed by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) as being
in Zone X, outside of the 500 year ﬂoodplain,
on the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) for
the area. Therefore the ﬂood risk within Indian
Heights Park is very low. Damage can still occur
from runoﬀ during heavy rainfalls and snowmelt,
but the Park is too far away from the Zumbro or
other water bodies to be predicted to receive any
rising ﬂood waters.

7. The Built Environment
a) Trails
Two miles of trails were established in the late
1970’s. One entrance trail led from the parking
lot near Terracewood to the trail head in the
middle of the south-facing overlook. Since the
1970’s, informal trails had been created by hikers,
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deer and mountain bikers. Figure 2.14 on p. 23
depicts the trail system in the Park.

Photo 2.13 End of the bluff, owned by Crenlo

b) Parking Area
A hard surface parking area for approximately 15
cars is located at the south end of Terracewood
Drive (Photo 2.9 on p. 23). The parking lot terminates at the main trail access and is the only
formal access to the park. The lot also contains an
old bike rack that may not ﬁt some modern bikes
(Photo 2.10).
c) Gathering area
Adjacent to the parking lot is a lawn area of
approximately 50 ft by 80 ft planted with grass
(Photo 2.11). The grass area must be traversed to
access the main trail.

Photo 2.14 Steep informal trail from overlook
to Crenlo will be closed for safety reasons

d) Quarry Area
A few eroded concrete pieces of former structures remain in the north quarry area. No intact
structures remain, so there may be nothing
remaining with structural integrity that is worthy
of historical registration. The vertical cuts of the
quarry area, in the center of the park, are a major
feature of the park. This area can be viewed
from trails on the top edge of the excavated area,
and from below, inside the quarry. An alvar in
the quarry area contains a limestone plain with
exposed bedrock and little soil (Photo 2.12 on p.
24). This was caused by the quarry activity and is
not natural, and is regenerating.

Photo 2.15 Illegal campﬁre ring in quarry

e) Other Elements
A natural overlook exists on the southeast end of
the park, where a rock outcrop above the Crenlo
building oﬀers a view of the Zumbro River and
the city. Part of this overlook is outside of the
park boundary, on Crenlo property. No built elements exist in the area, except for signs on Crenlo
property to discourage trespassing from the park
to their property (Photo 2.13).
A locked gate consisting of a chain and padlock
between two metal posts marks the boundary
Section II: Existing Conditions
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between Assisi Heights and the park.

E. Current Park Uses
1. Recreational Uses

The park is currently used by individuals for hiking,
snowshoeing, bird and wildlife watching, and nature
exploration/appreciation. Native American groups
have used the park for ceremonies, and neighborhood groups, including the Friends of Indian Heights
Park, have used the park for neighborhood gatherings, youth programs, environmental education and
service learning programs.

2. Cultural Uses

Mr Dave Larsen, a direct descendant of Chief
Wapasha, performed the ‘wiping of the tears’ ceremony held in 2011-12. Mr. Leonard Wabasha,
Hereditary Chief of the MN Dakota, stated, “the ceremony reconnected the land of Indian Heights Park to
the Dakota people, who were the ﬁrst inhabitants of
this area...” This ceremony was an historic event that
holds deep meaning for Dakota people. It restored
Indian Heights Park to its proper sacredness and allowed Dakota people to return to this sacred place to
seek healing. This ceremony has enabled traditional
spiritual leaders and medicine men the ability to use
this park for healing ceremonies (Photos 3.1 - 3.3 on
p. 31-32). Given the exile, proper burials were not
permitted for the last known burials on the Indian
Heights Park land. The ceremony allowed the people
who were buried there to know peace. Given its
history, proximity and sacred nature, the park is now
a gathering place for Dakota people and all persons
seeking healing through traditional means.21

3. Undesirable Uses

Several undesirable uses have been occurring in
the Park, as witnessed by Park and Recreation
Department staﬀ and neighbors. On-the-ground
evidence of some of these uses can be found in the
Park as well. Some of the undesirable uses have to
do with the trail system. Use of trails by motorized
vehicles is prohibited, yet evidence of occasional ATV
or dirt bike use exists. Mountain bicycles have been
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prohibited since late 2011, but fresh tire tracks are
occasionally found. Of greater concern is the multitude of informal trails in the park (Photo 2.14 on p.
25). People have created new trails over the years
by either cutting back vegetation, or simply through
frequent use. Informal trails can be dangerous if too
steep, cause environmental damage, or can access
private property.
Besides trail related uses, encroachment, illegal
ﬁres, use after dark, and possible underage drinking or other illegal activities are also of concern.
Encroachment, or the gradual taking-over of park
land for private uses, is a common occurrence in the
U.S. Most commonly, adjoining landowners expand
their lawns and gardens into City-owned property.
Other common encroachment activities are: storage of wood or tools, erection of structures such as
play equipment or sheds, disposal of old machines
or tires, and the placement of movable lawn furniture. In Indian Heights Park, fences and vegetation
encroachments are the most common forms of
encroachment.
Camping and camp ﬁres are not allowed in the Park,
except by permit, but several ﬁre scars exist in the
Quarry area. City police have been called to the Park
by neighbors periodically due to large gatherings,
ﬁres (Photo 2.15 on p. 25), noise, and suspected
illegal activity, such as underage drinking. These
incidents mostly occur after dark. See the analysis
section for how these issues will be addressed.
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SECTION III: ISSUE ANALYSIS AND STRATEGIC PLAN
The Park’s existing conditions, current policies,
the 2009-11 public meetings, the Indian Heights
Park Steering Committee Report to Park Board
Commissioners, and subsequent discussions with the
Master Plan Steering Committee, Park and Recreation
staﬀ and partners have raised issues that should be
addressed with changes in policy and management
of the Park, as well as some physical improvements.
This section is the policy portion of the Master Plan.
Issues are identiﬁed and analyzed separately, and
goals, policies and strategies are presented that directly address each issue. Issues are often complex,
however, and the analysis segments do not intend to
fully discuss all aspects of an issue, but instead present the primary rationale for the Goals, Policies and
Strategies. In addition, more than one strategy or set
of strategies may address an issue. This policy document should therefore be considered as a whole.
The key to accomplishing the goals set forth herein
is to take a multifaceted approach by implementing
strategies under multiple goals at once, instead of
focusing on one subject.
This Master Plan outlines 14 goals, created to address the identiﬁed issues. To reach these goals,
37 policies have been identiﬁed, as well as multiple
strategies to implement the policies. As noted in the
Introduction section, this Master Plan is both a long
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term, comprehensive plan for the Park, but also a
“strategic” plan. Most of the strategies presented
here are not simply changes to Park rules, but require
action. See the Implementation Section for the 3
year implementation priorities.

A. Culture and History
ISSUE: PARK’S SIGNIFICANCE

The Park has meaning to people in Rochester, and
cultural and historical signiﬁcance that has largely
been unaddressed and undocumented.

ANALYSIS

In contrast to other park properties in the city, this
park has historical and cultural signiﬁcance for present day Rochester residents as well as for people who
have ties to the southern region of Minnesota, as
demonstrated by the interest from Native American
groups, and the formation of the Friends of Indian
Heights non proﬁt organization in 2010. The Park
Master Plan and subsequent management of this
Park should therefore take a diﬀerent approach
than a plan for an average active recreation park.
This Plan has been formulated through the lens of
the property’s historical and cultural signiﬁcance.
Goals, objectives and policies place a high priority
on respecting, preserving and interpreting the site’s
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Native American signiﬁcance and its signiﬁcance in
Rochester’s settlement history.

Goal 1—History: Document the past and
present signiﬁcance and history of the site.

ISSUE: PUBLIC AWARENESS

The Park is little known outside of the neighborhood, and the general public in Rochester doesn’t
understand the site’s signiﬁcance.

ANALYSIS

Some research has been done to document the
site’s history, and has been shared with the public
on the Friends of Indian Heights’ website (www.
foih.org). It appears on the City’s Park System
Map, but the City website only states that it is
a historical site, a natural area, and contains
unpaved trails. The History Center of Olmsted
County (History Center) is the repository for
County historical documents and artifacts. FOIH
has coordinated with the History Center to hold information about Indian Heights Park. The History
Center is a willing partner in the collection and
storage of artifacts and documents relating to the
Park.
Policy 1.1

ISSUE: LACK OF INFORMATION

More information is needed about the cultural and
historical signiﬁcance of the site.

ANALYSIS

An ethnographic review was recommended by the
original Indian Heights Park Steering Committee in
their Report of 2011, and the recommendation was
approved by the Park Board. Due to lack of funds, an
ethnographic review was not undertaken as a part
of this Master Plan process. It will still be useful,
however, and may suggest alteration of some of the
policies in this Plan. Because this Plan recommends
few improvements and little disturbance, signiﬁcant
plan changes are not anticipated following the ethnographic review, but the Plan should be reviewed for
consistency following the ethnographic review.
Policy 1.2
Add to the body of knowledge about the Park’s
history and signiﬁcance to Native Americans and the
surrounding neighborhood by completing an ethnographic review.
Strategy 1.2.1

Work with FOIH to develop a
funding strategy and raise funds
for the ethnographic review.

Strategy 1.2.2

Hire a professional consulting ﬁrm
to further research and document
the history and ethnographic
signiﬁcance of the land on which
the Park resides, following best
practices and inviting participation
by appropriate Native American
organizations, including the Native
American Center of Southeast
Minnesota, GRADS, and other
representatives of the Dakota
Nation.

Strategy 1.2.3

The ethnographic review will not
disturb soil (i.e. no archaeological
sampling or excavation) in order to
respect the wishes of GRADS.

Strategy 1.2.4

Once the ethnographic review is

Maintain a collection of accurate cultural and
historical documents and authentic artifacts in a
secure location.
Strategy 1.1.1

Friends of Indian Heights
Park (FOIH) will continue to
maintain a website that includes
information on the past and
present signiﬁcance and history
of the Park.

Strategy 1.1.2

The History Center of
Olmsted County will maintain
a repository of archival
documents and artifacts,
including those related to the
Parks.
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complete, the Master Plan shall be
reviewed to discern whether any
policy revisions are necessary.
Strategy 1.2.5

The results of the ethnographic
review shall be shared with
appropriate partners and the
public.

Policy 2.1
Reconnect the Dakota people to Indian Heights Park
through ongoing ceremonies.
Strategy 2.1.1

GRADS and others supportive
of the Park will work to restore
the sacred and spiritual nature
of Indian Heights Park through
appropriate Dakota cultural
ceremonies and traditions.

Strategy 2.1.2

GRADS and Celebrate Dakota!, a
Mayo Employee Resource Group
(MERG), will organize and host
an annual event at Indian Heights
Park for Celebrate Dakota Week.

Strategy 2.1.3

All Native American groups will be
welcome to hold activities in the
Park, through the Park System’s
normal permit process.

Strategy 2.1.4

Information about Dakota history
and events shall be shared with
Indian Heights Park partners
and the public to promote
understanding and bridge gaps in
understanding.

ISSUE: CULTURAL CONNECTION

The cultural connection between Indian Heights
Park and present day Native Americans had, until
recent years, been lost. Dakota people have not felt
welcome.

ANALYSIS

Historical records show that Dakota bands traveling
annually on or near the Zumbro River visited the
burial ground and surrounding land at Indian Heights
Park. Visits to the site dwindled at the onset of the
Dakota--US Conﬂict of 1862, and stopped after the
subsequent enactment of a legal award of $200 (i.e.
bounty) for each Dakota killed1. The Park fell into obscurity by the Dakota until 20092. Consequently, the
site is not well known to present day Dakota people,
nor is it well known among the greater Rochester
community. Restoration of the cultural connection
between the Dakota people and the site is needed.
In recent years the reconnection has begun. In
2011 the Greater Rochester Area Dakota Supporters
(GRADS) organized a Dakota prayer and blessing
for the park, and in 2012 a “Wiping of the Tears”
ceremony, conducted by Dave Larsen, was held to
re-establish the park’s sacred connection to the
Dakota people, and to bridge a gap of understanding
for Rochester area residents3. GRADS also has recaptured Dakota history information from four Elders
from the last known bands that resided in the area.
GRADS has since held other events in the park, and
many Dakota people visiting Mayo Clinic have found
healing in the Park. Other tribes also use the Park for
their own ceremonies.

Goal 2—Dakota Culture: Recognize, celebrate
and welcome Dakota and other Native
American History.
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ISSUE: LACK OF REGULATORY PROTECTION

The site has little regulatory protection from being
sold, rezoned or developed.

ANALYSIS

Park properties throughout the city are zoned the
same or similar to surrounding properties. Indian
Heights Park has a zoning of R-1, in which parks are
a permitted use. There is no park or public overlay
district, which is utilized in some cities. The Park
System Plan does list the Park as an “environmental park”, but oﬀers no protection from a change
of land use. Some protection from development is
provided by the Land and Water Conservation Fund
(LAWCON), the federal funding source through which
the Indian Heights Park property was purchased. Any
property purchased by LAWCON funds must remain
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as park land open to the public. This requirement is sometimes forgotten as decades pass, but
must continue to be honored in perpetuity. The
National Park

Photo 3.1 2012 Healing Ceremony at IHP4

Service, the administrator of this fund, provides
only limited monitoring.
With no regulatory protection from development in the City’s Comprehensive Plan or Land
Development Regulations, local, state and federal
cultural and historical registers can oﬀer some
protection. The Private Cemeteries Act (M.S.
307.08) protects burial sites, including Indian
burial grounds. It is a felony to willfully disturb
a burial ground. The State Archaeologist, in
coordination with the Minnesota Indian Aﬀairs
Council, is involved in deﬁning burial ground
limits through an authentication process. At the
time of this writing, GRADS and Native American
Center of Southeast Minnesota do not want the
site authenticated, for cultural reasons. Through
separate processes, property owners or other
interested parties can apply for a site to be listed
as a Rochester Heritage Site, on the State Register
of Historic Places, on the Minnesota Archaeology
Inventory, and for the National Register of
Historic Places, if the site meets the criteria.
Approval on these lists usually mean an extra
layer of review is required before major changes
to the site can occur, and some changes may be
prohibited. With listing as a Rochester Heritage
Site, as of this writing, only proposed demolition requires Rochester Heritage Preservation
Commission Review, although additional regulations are expected. For the State and Federal
listings, reviews start with the State Historic
Preservation Oﬃce (SHPO).

Photo 3.2 Mayor Brede receives the star quilt
during a 2012 Healing Ceremony5

Photo 3.3 Friends of Indian Heights Park
Adopt-A-Park Sign at Park Entrance

Goal 3—Historical Registries: In order
to protect the site from potential
negative impacts and increase awareness
of the site’s cultural and historical
signiﬁcance, obtain local, state and federal
designations.
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Photo 3.4 Dakota Spiritual leaders and Mayor Brede
at a 2012 Healing Ceremony6

land that is open to the
public, as required by
LAWCON.
Strategy 3.1.2

Work with the History
Center of Olmsted
County and FOIH to
document and apply
for Rochester Heritage
Site designation.

Strategy 3.1.3

Work with the County
History Center and
FOIH to document
and apply for listing
on the Minnesota
Archaeology Inventory,
the State Register of
Historic Places, and/or
the National Register
of Historic Places, as
feasible.

Policy 3.1
Honor existing requirements for Indian Heights Park to
remain as park land, and seek additional protections through
local, state and federal heritage, historic and archaeological
designations.
Strategy 3.1.1

Park property, all 37.25 acres purchased
with LAWCON funds, will remain as City park

Photo 3.5 School Age Child Care program at IHP

B. Interpretation
ISSUE: LACK OF UNDERSTANDING

People are disconnected from nature and
history. The park is little known outside of
the neighborhood. The signiﬁcance of the
site is not well understood by park visitors
and the general public.

ANALYSIS

Information about the site’s cultural and
historical signiﬁcance and natural features must be shared in order for park
visitors and the general public to understand and value the Park. Several park
partner organizations are willing to take
the lead in programming on- and oﬀ-site
events that interpret the Park’s culture,
history and nature.
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Goal 4—Interpretation: Inform Park
visitors and the general public about the
history, culture and environment of Indian
Heights Park by providing on- and oﬀ-site
interpretation.

Strategy 4.1.2

For the historical and cultural
interpretative display on the kiosk,
the City will partner with GRADS,
FOIH and other subject matter
experts to ensure accuracy.

Strategy 4.1.3

Develop and install small wayside
exhibits at: 1) the overlook, with
the themes of Native American,
environmental and pedestrian
connections between the Park
and the Zumbro River; and 2) at
the quarry, with the themes of the
historical quarry and ecological
restoration.

ISSUE: LACK OF ON-SITE INTERPRETATION

No on-site information or interpretation of the Park
exists

ANALYSIS

On site interpretive information would help visitors: 1) know that they are in a City park, 2) orient
them to the park features and layout, and 3) educate visitors. On-site interpretation, in comparison
to oﬀ-site programming and park electronic media,
is most likely to reach one of the target audiences:
existing and new Park visitors, and is the most likely
to be read. However, minimal development is desired in order to respect the Native American sacred
site, and to provide minimal disruption to views of
nature. An interpretive kiosk was agreed upon by
the Indian Heights Park Steering Committee and the
Park Board in 2011. A kiosk example is depicted in
Figure 3.1. The Master Plan Steering Committee also
recommends two small “wayside exhibits”, small
interpretive signs, to be installed along the trails.
Policy 4.1
Develop and install on-site interpretation within
Indian Heights Park.
Strategy 4.1.1

Collaborate with FOIH, GRADS,
and other interested community
groups to develop and install
an interpretive kiosk at the Park
entrance, to include: a park and
trail map, park rules, a bulletin
board, and interpretation of the
natural environment, and Native
American and city development
history of the site.

ISSUE: MORE PROGRAMMING DESIRED

On-site programming is desired to provide deeper,
more expanded experiences for Park visitors, but the
City has limited staﬀ, time and funding.

ANALYSIS

GRADS and FOIH have both organized and hosted
events in the park in recent years (Photos 3.1-3.6).
Since 2010, FOIH has held several habitat restoration
volunteer projects and other community events in
the Park. FOIH has also collaborated with Project
Get Outdoors to hold environmental learning/nature
play events for children at the park. GRADS, FOIH
and many other partners have held annual Rochester
Celebrate Dakota! Week events since 2011. GRADS
organized a Dakota prayer and blessing at the Park in
2011 with Dakota Elders, and a “Wiping of the Tears”
ceremony a year later. There were several other
partners involved in the ceremonies, including the
Diversity Foundation. The History Center of Olmsted
County has assisted FOIH with some cultural events.
The Rochester Tourism Trolley’s route includes 3rd
St; tour guides use a set script to relay cultural and
city information to customers, mainly tourists. The
Native American Center of Southeast Minnesota has
also been involved in programming. City Park and
Recreation staﬀ currently provide no programming
in the Park, but provide permits for events, set up of
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Figure 3.1 Example of Kiosk Design

ISSUE: OFF-SITE PROGRAMS

People who do not currently
visit the Park are either not
aware of the Park’s existence
and/or have little understanding of the Park’s features and
signiﬁcance.

ANALYSIS

Oﬀ-site programming and the
use of multiple media can reach
new audiences. The purposes
of oﬀ-site events and promotion
are to:
1.
Build greater awareness
of and interest in the Park
among City residents,
2.
Bring new visitors to the
Park, and
temporary outdoor furniture such as picnic tables,
and provide maintenance, including trash removal
after events.
Policy 4.2
Hold on-site events and tours in the Park, through
partners.
Strategy 4.2.1

Culturally authentic educational
experiences will be held at Indian
Heights Park through various
partner organizations.

Strategy 4.2.2

As an Adopt-A-Park partner,
FOIH will continue to coordinate
on-site activities, including
tours, volunteer projects, and
educational outreach events.

Strategy 4.2.3
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The County History Center
will continue to be involved in
collaborative cultural events.

3.
Broaden awareness of
the Park beyond the City limits
to regional audiences and beyond, especially
among Native Americans who may have
ancestral ties to the area.
Partners, including GRADS, Native American Center
of Southeast Minnesota, and FOIH, have oﬀered a
few oﬀ-site events in recent years. The City should
also play a role in event promotion. In addition, the
Park will beneﬁt if all partners increase their presence on electronic media and other types of local
media.
Policy 4.3
The City Park and Recreation Department will collaborate with partners to increase public awareness
of the Park and its features, history and signiﬁcance
through a variety of oﬀ-site media and events.
Strategy 4.3.1

Indian Heights Park Master Plan

One or more temporary displays
about Indian Heights Park shall be
presented in a public place, such
as a public library and the County
History Center.

Strategy 4.3.2

Oﬀ-site events, such as historical
lectures, relating to the Park
may be provided to private
groups or the public by partner
organizations.

Strategy 4.3.3

The City, GRADS, the Native
American Center of Southeast
Minnesota, FOIH and other
partners will use electronic media,
such as websites, Facebook,
Twitter and other providers to
promote events and provide Park
updates and information.

Strategy 4.3.4

Local media outlets will be
informed of on- and oﬀ-site
events, according to Park and
Recreation Department practice,
and through partners.

Strategy 4.3.5

Coordinate with the Rochester
Tourism Trolley Co. and other
commercial tour operators to
ensure accurate information is
provided about the Park’s history.

Strategy 4.3.6

The History Center will develop
and present an exhibit about
Indian Heights Park, for periodic
public display, with updates as
needed.

Strategy 4.3.7

The City’s website and other public
relations media shall include links
to relevant partner websites, and
shall keep the public informed of
potential policy and management
changes to the Park.

C. Park Use
ISSUE: INCOMPATIBLE USES

Park allowed uses and management policies do not
reﬂect the signiﬁcance of the site as an Indian burial
ground and sacred site.

ANALYSIS

Several historical documents indicate that the bluﬀ
that comprises the majority of Indian Heights Park
was a burial site for four Dakota who died in 1854.
Dakota oral history states that the site had been used
for burials in previous years as well—it is unknown
whether the burial history in the Park is measured in
years or thousands of years. The City researched the
Indian burial ground history prior to purchasing the
site in 1973-74. The issue did not reach public awareness again until the public meetings regarding the
Park in 2009-10. The Master Plan Steering Committee
included representatives of GRADS and the Native
American Center of Southeast Minnesota. In 2013,
through a Minnesota Historical Society grant, Elders
from the last known bands of the Dakota returned
to the Park. From the Elders we learned that the
Park is a naturally beautiful and sacred place ﬁlled
with medicinal plants. It was recommended by the
Elders, whose ancestors once roamed this area freely,
that the park be dedicated to reﬂection, healing, and
information about its ﬁrst inhabitants, the Dakota7.
It is therefore GRADS’ desire, based on knowledge
of the site learned from Dakota Elders, that the park
uses be limited to pedestrians only, and that group
gatherings be held at the bottom of the hill near the
Park entrance, which they do not consider to be part
of the sacred site on the bluﬀ. Human disturbance
of the burial grounds by white settlers was documented in early settlement history. The century long
quarry use disturbed more of the sacred site. The
temporary mountain biking use caused both formal
and informal trails to multiply, destroying plants and
increasing erosion. The time has come to honor the
sacredness of the site by allowing only more passive, minimally disruptive pursuits in the Park. The
area near the top of the park needs to be free from
further disturbance out of respect for those Dakota
people who were buried in the area8. In addition,
in recent years the public is placing increased value
on parks for nature-based recreation, such as hiking,
wildlife watching, and nature study and enjoyment.
Because of Americans with Disabilities Act regulations and a widespread desire to accommodate
people with disabilities, assistive mobility devices,
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including motorized wheelchairs, need to be allowed
in the Park.

Figure 3.2 CPTED Principles

Crime Prevention through Environmental Design
(CPTED) Principles

Goal 5—Park Use: Manage Indian Heights
Park as a signiﬁcant cultural and sacred site
and a regenerating natural area.

• Access Control—clearly indicate transitions
between public, semi-private and private
environments

Policy 5.1

• Surveillance—Maximize the visibility of
people, parking areas, vehicles and activity
areas

Limit park uses to pedestrian recreation, and low
impact ceremonial and group events.
Strategy 5.1.1

Strategy 5.1.2

Strategy 5.1.3

Strategy 5.1.4

Allow only pedestrian uses in
Indian Heights Park, i.e. walking,
running, jogging, and assistive
mobility devices for people with
disabilities.
Allow group gatherings, primarily
in the entrance area, following
Park and Recreation Department
permitting policies, for low impact
events (also see Goal 9).
Bicycling and horseback riding
are not allowed in the Park; oﬀroad bicycling is provided in other
Rochester City Parks while horses
are not allowed in any Rochester
Parks.
For winter use, the parking lot
shall be plowed of snow, but no
winter maintenance of trails will
take place. Pedestrian activities
are allowed, such as snowshoeing
and cross-country skiing, but no
tracks will be set.

ISSUE: UNDESIRABLE USES

Illegal and undesirable uses that have been witnessed in the Park include:
• Motorized vehicles on trails

• Territorial Reinforcement—Place park
elements and landscaping display signs of
“ownership” and to help distinguish public
and private spaces
• Maintenance—Proper upkeep, painting over
graﬃti and repairing broken ﬁxtures helps
signal that the owner is watching out for the
property, and that it would be inhospitable
to a criminal
• Encroachment
• Creation of informal trails
• Campﬁres
• Large gatherings, noise, drinking of alcohol
after park closure hours
Other illegal activity has been suspected, including
underage drinking and illegal drug use. These undesirable uses are common issues for parks across
the country, especially for natural areas where the
entrance is out of the way of frequent public view.
Because the park has no signs or structures indicating
that it is a City park, it is easy to see how visitors may
think the private land is park land. A set of principles called Crime Prevention through Environmental
Design (CPTED) was created in the 1970’s by police
working with city and park planners. They have been
used in parks throughout the country and world, and
research and reﬁnement of the principles continues.
The goals are to reduce the fear of crime and the
actual number of crimes, and to increase safety and
the perception of safety by designing places to deter
crimes and criminals (Figure 3.2).

• Mountain biking since the 2011-12 ban
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Although visitors generally feel safe in the Park, and
illegal incidents are relatively infrequent, it would be
wise to follow CPTED principles to reduce the incidents of illegal and undesirable activity in the Park in
the future (Figures 2.14 and 2.15 on p. 25).

moving the boundary to the
bottom of the slope (also see
“Overlook Area” on p. 52).
Strategy 5.2.7

Remove signs of undesirable
uses, such as campﬁre scars,
immediately to discourage repeat
use.

Strategy 5.2.8

Engage local high school students
and other suspected after dark
park users in sanctioned, positive
activities in the Park to develop
a sense of ownership, thereby
discouraging undesirable uses.

Strategy 5.2.9

Support and encourage Park use
and activities in order to increase
casual, natural surveillance by the
intended Park users.

Policy 5.2
Minimize undesirable uses in the Park by following
CPTED principles
Strategy 5.2.1

Strategy 5.2.2

Strategy 5.2.3

Provide for natural surveillance
of the entrance area and parking
lot from the residences on
Terracewood Dr. by keeping trees
and shrubs adjacent to these
areas trimmed, and ensuring that
street and parking lot lights are in
working order.
Plant only short (< 3 ft. tall), less
dense plants (no shrubs) in the
newly vegetated sections of the
entrance areas (see Policy 9.3), to
minimize hiding places.
Design and place the new kiosk
so that people standing on both
sides can be seen from the parking
lot, and minimize hiding places
with open space between the
foundation and information boards
(Figure 3.1).

Strategy 5.2.4

Control access by closing all
publicly accessible, informal access
trails (see Policy 6.4).

Strategy 5.2.5

Reinforce territory with park
boundary signs along 3rd Ave
and at the boundary with Crenlo
Company.

Strategy 5.2.6

For easier monitoring and
enforcement, and for better public
access to views, negotiate with
Crenlo Company to acquire the
bluﬀ top in the overlook area,

ISSUE: ENCROACHMENT

Some private property owners adjacent to the park
have extended their backyards into Park property.

ANALYSIS

For the Indian Heights property west of 3rd Ave.,
the back property lines of some of the single family
homes along 19th St. NW, Terracewood Dr. NW,
17th St. NW, and 15½ St. NW abut Indian Heights
Park. In addition, one home along 3rd Ave. NW,
one along 10th Ave. NW, and two homes along 4th
Ave. NW have backyards adjacent to the Park. In
total, 38 single family homes abut the Indian Heights
Park property to the west of 3rd Ave. For the Indian
Heights property east of 3rd Ave., one senior living
home abut the property to the north and one single
family home abut the property to the south.
The Park boundary is not marked with signs. Old
corner stakes may be hidden in vegetation, or they
may have been removed. Common encroachment
into park property consists of cutting trees and other
vegetation; seeding with grass; storage of wood
or other materials; placement of play equipment,
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benches or picnic tables; and disposal of old tires and
machines. The most common forms of encroachment
in Indian Heights Park are private fences and vegetation encroaching onto the park land. The Rochester
Park and Recreation Department has a policy on
encroachment on park land. The policy dictates a
process whereby assumed responsible parties are
ﬁrst notiﬁed, given a limited amount of time to
cease the activity and remove the encroachment,
or apply for an encroachment permit. In 2011 The
Park Board approved the Indian Heights Park Steering
Committee’s recommendation to survey the Park’s
boundaries as a ﬁrst step in addressing encroachment issues.
Policy 5.3
Reduce existing encroachment and prevent future
encroachment.
Strategy 5.3.1

Policy 5.3.1: Survey and mark the
park boundaries

Strategy 5.3.2

Policy 5.3.2: Post park property
boundary signs at visible locations,
especially along boundaries where
encroachment has occurred.

Strategy 5.3.3

Policy 5.3.3: Follow Park
and Recreation Department
procedures to enforce the
Department’s encroachment
policy.

D. The Built Environment
1. TRAILS

ISSUE: SUSTAINABILITY

The trail system is not as sustainable as it could be. It
contains many duplicative, informal, dead-end trails;
it is diﬃcult to navigate; and is wet and muddy in
some locations.

ANALYSIS

A sustainable trail system is one that is well designed
to get people where they want to go while avoiding
hazards, avoiding sensitive environmental habitats,
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and shedding water eﬃciently to minimize erosion.
It is built to handle the amount and type of use for
which it is intended. Maintenance costs are minimized on a well-designed, sustainable trail system.
A well-designed trail system also leads users to the
most interesting features of a park, includes a variety
of views and trail grades, and includes elements to
surprise and delight trail users.
Indian Heights Park has a long history of use for various activities. Since it was opened to the public after
the quarry era ended, the trail system has developed
both formally, intentionally constructed, and informally, as people have explored the park. Hikers and
other pedestrians were likely the initial intended use,
until mountain bicyclists were allowed from the mid
1990’s to 2010. Trail improvements, additions of
new trails, and maintenance appear to have occurred
sporadically.
The existing trail system has a “backcountry” character: generally narrow tread width, and an uneven,
ungroomed surface with a narrow “clear zone.”
Frequent park visitors like this character, and want
this character to continue. The trail system in general
is in good condition, with some notable exceptions.
However, there are some notable problem areas,
and closure of some trails and minor improvements
to others will help reduce the environmental impact,
and make the trail more user-friendly for visitors.
One of the major issues is erosion on some trail
segments. Factors that have increased erosion are:
trail grades over 5%, highly erodible soils, trail use
by wheeled vehicles including mountain biking, and
occasional oﬀ-road use by motorcycles. Wheels have
high “point loads,” concentrating the entire weight
and force of the vehicle and rider onto a few square
inches of wheel surface at a time. Pedestrians can
also damage trails by walking around a wet or muddy
trail segment, expanding the width of the exposed
bare ground, damaging trailside plants and exposing
more soil surface to future runoﬀ. The trail system
will last longer, require less maintenance long-term,
and have fewer negative environmental impacts if
the problem areas are ﬁxed.
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Goal 6—Trail System: Maintain a sustainable
trail system within Indian Heights Park
in order to provide access to the primary
features of the park, and provide a safe,
enjoyable experience for trail users, while
being easy to navigate.

Photo 3.6 Hillside trail to overlook - grade
dips or waterbars are recommended to
prevent erosion

ISSUE: MAINTAIN FOR PEDESTRIANS

The intended use has changed over the years from
hiking only, to hiking and mountain biking, then back
to hiking only, and should be maintained as such.
The trail width varies widely, making the system confusing for new visitors, and the trail is inconsistently
maintained, causing potential safety hazards.

ANALYSIS

The trail surfaces vary in width from eight feet or
more on the entrance trail to barely one foot, leaving
visitors unsure of whether they are on an oﬃcial trail
that will lead somewhere. Maintenance has been infrequent, so overgrowth of the narrower trails makes
wayﬁnding diﬃcult. Protruding branches can cause
accidents, and leafy vegetation near the ground can
cause tripping hazards in themselves, or by hiding
holes or drop-oﬀs. Trail tread width of at least 18”
is the minimum recommended for any public hiking
trail. A consistent width of 2 feet is more common
and comfortable, especially for short trail systems in
urban areas where people will be walking in a variety
of footwear. A width of three feet is necessary to
meet accessibility guidelines for natural surface trails.
It is recommended that at least the trail from the
Assisi Heights accessible entrance to the overlook be
3 feet wide.

Photo 3.7 Tree trunk slices and stone
slabs placed to walk over wet trail block
waterbar drainage channel and cause
tripping hazards.

A maintained “clear zone” is standard practice for
public trails, i.e. a three-dimensional area around the
trail that is maintained to be clear of major obstacles,
such as tree branches and thick ground vegetation or
brush. For pedestrian trails, a minimum clear zone
of 8’ in height is recommended. On hiking trails the
width of the clear zone is often the width of the trail
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Photo 3.8 Entrance hill, looking S (uphill).
Adding and repositioning waterbars to the
correct angle will reduce trail erosion

tread (Photo 3.9). This clear zone can be narrower
in spots for open and obvious obstructions, such
as tree trunks. However, for liability reasons, there
should be no “hidden” obstacles, such as a hole in
the ground hidden under vegetation within the clear
zone. Vegetation should be trimmed back from the
clear zone to allow for plant growth before the next
maintenance cycle.
The trail surface is now dirt, with some segments of
exposed rock. In order to retain the natural character of the park, the surface for all trails except those
in the entrance area (see Section E: Accessibility
below), will remain as is. Wood chips, although
tempting when there is an ample supply from
downed trees, have many disadvantages. They form
a more unstable walking surface than the existing
dirt, retain moisture so biodegrade quickly, and need
more maintenance than dirt trails. Better solutions
for problem areas are outlined here.
Policy 6.1
Maintain the natural surface trail system to support
pedestrian use, including but not limited to walking,
running, snowshoeing, birdwatching, and nature
appreciation, while maintaining the “backcountry”
character of the system.

Photo 3.9 Stone slabs are an attempt to
harden the trail, but are not a permanent
solution due to tripping hazards
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Strategy 6.1.1

Maintain a standard tread width of
two feet on all trails, except for the
entrance trail and the trail from
Assisi Heights to the overlook,
which should be three feet wide.

Strategy 6.1.2

Retain the existing, natural dirt/
rock trail surface except for those
in the entrance gathering area
(see Figure 3.3 on p. 49), and the
platform at the overlook. Natural
materials may be used to harden
the trail surface where necessary
to reduce environmental impact or
improve user safety.

Strategy 6.1.3

Maintain a clear zone for
pedestrians of 8 feet in height, and
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for 1 foot on each side of the trail Photo 3.10 Lower section of trail entrance
tread.
hill, looking S. Waterbars installed at
Strategy 6.1.4

Provide regular trail
maintenance, through City
staﬀ and volunteers, according
to maintenance guidelines in
Section IV.C.

improper angle have not been maintained.
Planks to aid in crossing trail in wet
conditions should be removed and replaced
with additional waterbars.

ISSUE: ENTRANCE TRAIL

The entrance trail leading from the parking lot
and gathering area to the rest of the trail system
at higher elevations runs straight up the “fall line”
at a 12 – 18 percent grade for 550 feet. It is two
to three times as wide as the rest of the trails,
and water runs straight down the trail, making
the hill muddy and a pool at the bottom in the
spring and after heavy rains. The eroded, uneven
surface makes walking on it diﬃcult. Walkers
have further widened the trail to walk around
muddy areas.

ANALYSIS

This entrance trail is the most problematic trail
segment in the park, but the issues can be remedied with a skilled trail crew and hand tools. The
trail is wide because it was an old road for the
quarrying businesses. The wide trail may give
new visitors the impression that the entire trail
system is wide old roads. The wide trail is not in
keeping with the preferred “backcountry” character of the rest of the trail system. Narrowing
the trail with native plantings on the side may
be diﬃcult due to the decades of compaction
and possible crushed rock added years ago to
harden the road. Tilling and soil amendments
may help new plantings take root. Obstacles
such as large rocks or shrubs can be placed on or
near the uphill end of the waterbars (east side)
to discourage pedestrians from walking around
the waterbars. One timber handrail would assist
people in ascending the hill, and would deter
people from walking oﬀ of the trail.

Photo 3.11 Trail to quarry, looking N. A consistent 2’ width is recommended for this trail
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The hill portion of the trail now has twenty-one waterbars. However, there are not enough of them for
a hill of this length and grade. Several of the waterbars were improperly installed straight across the
trail instead of at a 45 – 60 degree angle to the trail
tread. The waterbars have not been properly maintained. The uphill side of the waterbar needs to form
a trough to carry runoﬀ oﬀ the trail before it gets to
the waterbar. The outlet area from the trough needs
to be kept clear of debris so the water has a place to
drain. In recent years stone slabs have been placed
on the uphill edge of waterbars, exactly where the
water trough should be. These need to be removed.
Although this hill is steeper than some trail experts
would recommend for use of waterbars as sustainable runoﬀ control, the other options considered
for the hill are less desirable. Rerouting the trail up
the hill with a switchback would make the trail more
accessible and easier to climb for all trail users, but
the environmental disturbance would be too great.
In addition, because it is an old road, the existing trail
would be diﬃcult to regenerate into natural habitat,
resulting in two areas of disturbance. Another option
considered was steps made of natural material, such
as timber frame with crushed stone inside and dirt on
top, but this option would not be in keeping with the
backcountry character desired for the trail. The most
acceptable solution is to reposition the improperly
installed waterbars, ﬁx the grading on the others, and
add about 20 new waterbars, doubling the number
on the hill.
Policy 6.2
Hire a skilled trail crew to rehabilitate the trail segment on the hillside of the entrance trail.
Strategy 6.2.1

Narrow the trail tread on the
entrance trail to 3 feet by planting
the east side of the trail corridor
with native plants, amending the
soil as needed. Consider placing
shrubs or large rocks on the side to
be revegetated in order to direct
people to the narrowed trail tread.

Strategy 6.2.2

Repair the existing waterbars by
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repositioning those that were
improperly installed, removing the
small rock slabs, and regrading for
water ﬂow.
Strategy 6.2.3

Add approximately twenty new,
properly installed waterbars on
the hillside trail segment (see
Appendix).

Strategy 6.2.4

Maintain waterbars annually by
removing sediment from the
drainage channel and regrading as
necessary (see Appendix).

Strategy 6.2.5

Consider adding a handrail to at
least one side of the hillside trail
segment to aid trail users on the
hill, and to direct pedestrians away
from the revegetated side of the
trail.

Strategy 6.2.6

If erosion problems persist,
consider hardening the trail with
crushed rock, while ensuring
proper drainage from the
waterbars.

ISSUE: OTHER PROBLEM AREAS

Besides the entrance trail, other trail segments are in
need of repair. There is erosion on the trail near the
overlook, and some trail segments tend to get wet
and muddy. At a few locations the trail is close to a
steep drop-oﬀ.

ANALYSIS

Trails that have eroded may create low areas on the
trail surface that collect water, resulting in hikers
walking around the problem area. These areas are
unpleasant for trail users, but also cause unnecessary
damage to surrounding plants. Erosion can occur on
trails with even small grade changes. Problem areas
include the easternmost section of the trail leading
to the overlook, and the trail leading down a short
hill into the quarry from the east. These areas can
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be ﬁxed by moving the runoﬀ oﬀ the trail farther
uphill with the creation of waterbars or grade dips.
Seasonally wet or intermittently wet, low areas that
are natural also cause pedestrians to walk around on
dry land, causing damage to sensitive wetlands. The
2.83 acre wetland in the quarry area is traversed by
several trails, some of which are to be closed (see
next issue). The trails to remain in the quarry area
also cross part of the wetland. The best solution is
to re-route the trail around the wet areas. For more
positive environmental impact, close the trails that
cross wet areas, and select another, drier trail among
the multiple trails into the quarry area to be an oﬃcial entrance to the quarry.
Another area of concern is the steep southern and
western rim of the quarry, where the cliﬀs formed by
the rock excavation are the deepest. The trail is too
close to the cliﬀ edge in a few locations. Erosion has
occurred in some spots where there is soil on top of
the rock rim, and the edge is creeping closer to the
trail. The best solution is to reroute the trail away
from the cliﬀ edge. So the trail is at least 10 feet away
from the edge. If rerouting is undesirable a guard rail
is recommended for safety. Caution signs can also be
used to warn visitors of a steep drop-oﬀ.
Policy 6.3
Rehabilitate other trail segments in the Park where
needed to increase trail sustainability, reduce negative environmental impacts, and increase trail user
safety.
Strategy 6.3.1

Reduce trail erosion leading to the
overlook by creating grade dips or
waterbars in the trail surface to
direct water oﬀ of the trail.

Strategy 6.3.2

Reduce erosion on the steep
portion of the trail leading into the
quarry area by minor rerouting to
traverse gradually down the slope
and install grade dips or waterbars.

Strategy 6.3.3

Delineate the wetland in the
quarry area, then retain or reroute

the trails into and around the
quarry area so that all trails avoid
wetlands and sensitive areas
(Figure 2.13 on p. 22).
Strategy 6.3.4

Reroute any trail segment that
is closer than ten feet from the
upper steep edge of the quarry, or
place caution signs or a guardrail.
Monitor erosion to the upper
quarry rim to ensure 10 feet of
ground between the trail and the
drop-oﬀ. Shift trail away from the
cliﬀ when necessary.

ISSUE: TOO MANY TRAILS

The trail system in the park includes many trails that
lead to the same place, some that are duplicative,
some that are dead ends, some that lead to private
properties, some that are dangerously steep, and
some that are close to or on top of sensitive resources. The multitude of trails makes the system
diﬃcult to navigate for new or infrequent visitors.

ANALYSIS

The formal trail system was installed in the 1970s,
with minimal maintenance over the last forty years.
People, including pedestrians and mountain bicyclists, have added to this system informally. For an
environmental park with a primary goal of preserving
and restoring the native habitats, there are more
trails than necessary. Trail corridors reduce the land
available for native species. In addition, trail corridors, especially those wide enough to open the tree
canopy, let more light onto the forest ﬂoor, changing
the ﬂora along the corridor to “edge” species. Some
animals and birds are sensitive to this, and avoid
areas with too many “edges.” By closing and revegetating some of the trails, the habitats in the park will
be less fragmented. Many trails can be closed, while
still providing visitors with access to the highlights of
the park, providing a reasonable length for exercise,
and allowing for nature exploration in all four habitats found in the park. To successfully close a trail,
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Figure 3.2 Example Play Clean Go sign that could be used
at the entrance kiosk in IHP9

WIPE YOUR FEET!

Shoes can carry the seeds of invasive plants like Common Buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica).
Please brush them off before entering and leaving this area.

What’s The Problem?
Buckthorn’s biology allows it to
out‑compete many native plants for
sunlight, nutrients, and moisture.
• Originally from Europe, common
buckthorn lacks “natural controls”
like insects or disease that would
keep it in check.

Illustration: University of Wisconsin Extension

Other Invasive Plants On The Move…
Exotic Honeysuckle
(Lonicera tatarica and Lonicera morrowii)

Amur Maple
(Acer ginnala)

Clean Your Gear Before
Entering And Before Leaving
The Recreation Site
T H E S TAT E O F M I N N E S OTA

Siberian peashrub can become problematic in
nutrient poor areas and disturbed sites.

Exotic honeysuckles are invasive because they
have the ability to grow in a wide variety of
have
habitats, even dense shade and wet soils.

A prolific seed producer, Amur maple quickly
spreads into open woods where it competes with
native plants.

© 2013, State of Minnesota, Department of Natural Resources

Photos: Minnesota DNR
EWR_138_13

active closure to physically block the visible portion
near each trail entrance is necessary, or people will
simply walk around the impediment. This can be
done with downed trees, brush or other on-site
materials. Temporary signs explaining that the trail
has been closed to protect the environment will aid
in compliance. Long term closure can be achieved by
tilling the trail to decrease compaction, and planting
with natives, especially shrubs, trees or tall, dense
vegetation. Planting should be done on the visible portion of the trail ends. The interior segment
of trail can be allowed to regenerate on its own.
Communication with neighbors and marketing of
the revised trail system is also necessary for success.
A map of the oﬃcial revised trail system, including
those trails to be closed, is depicted in Figure 2.14 on
p. 23.
Policy 6.4
Close trails that are duplicative, too close to the
property boundary or signiﬁcant historical or natural
resources, lead to private properties, or are unsustainable due to environmental damage or unsafe
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Actively
close trails not listed as oﬃcial
trails in Figure 2.14, in the short
term, with natural materials
and temporary signs on each
trail end. Monitor frequently
for compliance and replace trail
blocking materials as necessary.

Strategy 6.4.1

Publicize
revised trail system and the
beneﬁts of closing some trails
through maps, information on
the park kiosk, neighborhood
meetings, on the City and FOIH
website, and through other
traditional and social media.

Strategy 6.4.2

• Birds and people unknowingly make
the problem worse by spreading the
blue‑black seeds to other areas.

Siberian Peashrub
(Caragana arborescens)

design.

Strategy 6.4.4

Meet with
private property owners whose
private trails into the park will
be closed and negotiate their
compliance with closures.
Strategy 6.4.3

Achieve long term trail closure
by tilling soil and planting trail
entrances with native shrubs, trees
and dense vegetation.

ISSUE: WAYFINDING

The trail system is diﬃcult to navigate for new and
infrequent park visitors.

ANALYSIS

Closing some of the trails will increase navigability.
However, due to the dense vegetation and relatively
ﬂat terrain once the entrance hill is ascended, ﬁnding
one’s way can still be diﬃcult. One of the intentions
of this plan is to promote use of the park as a place of
healing and respite, including for people in less than
ideal health, such as patients at nearby Mayo Clinic.
Some park visitors like the challenge of ﬁnding their
way without aids. Some believe that signs detract
from the experience. To truly welcome new visitors,
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however, a clear wayﬁnding system is warranted
to provide a greater variety of visitors with a safe
and enjoyable experience. A balance can be found
between directing visitors to park highlights and back
to their car, and minimizing visual intrusions to the
natural scenery.
The easiest wayﬁnding systems for most trail users
to navigate include “You Are Here” maps at intersections. Another option is color-coded or named trails
with identifying signs with arrows at intersections. A
minimal method is small numbered posts at intersections corresponding to a printed map available at
the park entrance. This requires vigilant printing and
stocking of paper maps. This minimal system could
be supplemented with signs at major intersections
directing visitors to and from the major destinations
in the park: the overlook, the quarry area, and the
gathering area/parking lot. See Figure 3.3 for examples of wayﬁnding systems.
Policy 6.5
Provide eﬀective wayﬁnding information within the
park to encourage exploration of the park by residents and visitors, yet is visually minimally intrusive
to the natural views.
Provide an accurate map at the information kiosk in
the gathering area, and update it as needed.
Continue to provide paper maps at the park entrance
through the partnership with FOIH; encourage return
and reuse of the maps.
Strategy 6.5.1

Provide a link to an on-line map
for cellphone or tablet use through
a QR code on the kiosk or other
technology.

Strategy 6.5.2

Provide small, minimally intrusive
signs at trail intersections to direct
visitors to and from the overlook,
quarry area and gathering area/
parking lot.

Strategy 6.5.3

Institute a numbering system for
trail intersections to be displayed

on maps and on posts at the
intersections.
Strategy 6.5.4

Monitor the eﬀectiveness of the
wayﬁnding system periodically and
update or modify as needed.

2. Accessibility

ISSUE: ACCESSIBILITY

The park is diﬃcult to access for people with disabilities. The steep entrance trail from the parking lot is
diﬃcult for people with mobility impairments. The
trails do not oﬀer a ﬁrm and stable surface, and not
all of the trails are wide enough for people using
wheelchairs to navigate. There are no maps or aids
for people with visual impairments.

ANALYSIS

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) provides
guidelines for making state and local facilities accessible to people of all abilities. In 2013, after over
10 years in the rule-making process, the Guidelines
for Outdoor Developed Areas became law. These
guidelines now only apply to federal lands, but in the
future are expected to apply to state and local lands.
These guidelines are considered “best practices”, and
have been considered in the development of this
plan. It is most equitable to try to meet the guidelines, where possible. It is also a goal in this Plan
for the Park to oﬀer a respite for visitors, including
patients at Mayo Clinic and their families. The park
is only about 1.25 mile from Mayo Clinic’s downtown
campus. Some patients have temporary or permanent disabilities; these potential park visitors should
be welcomed as well as other Rochester residents
and visitors. See the Appendix for the Guidelines for
Outdoor Developed Areas.
Because the entrance trail is steep, and not a ﬁrm
and stable surface, it does not meet accessibility
guidelines. The entrance trail area was assessed to
consider whether trail could be realigned to meet
accessibility grade requirements. After much consideration, it was decided that a switchback trail on the
entrance hill would disturb too much environmental
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habitat and change the character of the park. FOIH
and the management at Assisi Heights came to
an agreement to provide parking and trail access
for people with disabilities to the higher elevation
portions of the park through the gate between Assisi
Heights and Indian Heights Park. The arrangement
would require visitors to either sign in with Assisi
Heights management or contact FOIH in advance to
allow entry through the locked gate. While not ideal,
this arrangement will provide access while allowing
the character of the park and the entrance hillside
to remain natural. To provide access to the primary
feature of the park, the overlook, the trail from Assisi
Heights to the overlook should try to meet the guidelines, to the extent feasible. It should be 3 feet wide,
with a reasonably level surface and minimal protruding objects. The platform to be constructed at the
overlook should have a ramp rather than steps.
The entrance/gathering area should meet accessibility guidelines to the extent feasible. This would allow
more people with disabilities to take part in events
held there. By making the kiosk accessible, people
who cannot get to some parts of the park will be able
to gain an understanding of the park’s features and
signiﬁcance that will be described on the interpretive
panels. This ﬂat area close to the parking lot can be
made accessible with a paved trail to its features, and
with an accessible design for the information kiosk.
A minimum width of ﬁve feet is required for two-way
accessible trails. Eight feet or more is standard for
paved trails.

Goal 7—Accessibility: Improve accessibility to
the Park for people with disabilities.
Policy 7.1
Encourage the use of the park by people with disabilities through information dissemination and improved
access to the park.
Strategy 7.1.1
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Sign and mark one van-accessible
parking space at the Park entrance
parking lot on Terracewood
Drive NW to meet accessibility

guidelines.
Strategy 7.1.2

Include information about the
Park’s accessibility on the City
of Rochester’s website, in an
accessible format.

Strategy 7.1.3

Improve the accessibility of the
gathering area near the entrance
by paving a trail of at least 5
feet in width from the parking
lot’s accessible parking to the
information kiosk, seating area and
to the edge of the rain garden.

Strategy 7.1.4

Provide access for people with
disabilities to the higher elevation
trails in the park through the trail
entrance from Assisi Heights,
through coordination with Assisi
Heights and FOIH.

Strategy 7.1.5

To provide park access for people
with disabilities, maintain the
trail between the Assisi Heights
entrance and the overlook to
meet accessibility guidelines for
natural surface trails, to the extent
feasible, such as maintaining a
width of three feet with minimal
protruding objects.

3. Connections

ISSUE: PHYSICAL CONNECTION TO PARK
SYSTEM

There are natural and cultural connections between
Indian Heights Park and the Zumbro River, but most
people are not aware of them, and physical connections the Park and the rest of the City’s park and trail
system are lacking.

ANALYSIS

As described in Section II, what is now Indian Heights
Park is the highest point of elevation in the immediate area, and was likely the site of ceremonies for
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Dakota who lived or hunted in the lower elevations
near the river. For early European settlers it was
an important area for industry, with the quarry on
the hill and the mill on the river below. Physically
there is no connection between Indian Heights
and Thompson Mill Race, except the road system.
Because the entrance is hidden on a dead-end
street on the opposite side of the park, getting from
Thompson Mill Race to Indian Heights is not visible
or intuitive. The Rochester hard surface trail system
passes through Thompson Mill Race, so bicycle and
pedestrian routes to the Indian Heights Park entrance
should be made more visible. Because of the importance of the Thompson Mill Race site to Dakota
people, they may desire to hold cultural activities at
the riverside park as well as at Indian Heights, and
would require a physical space in Thompson Mill
Race to do so.

Goal 8—Connections: Identify and increase
public awareness of short- and long-term
physical, natural and cultural connections
between Indian Heights Park and Thompson
Mill Race, the Zumbro River, and the
Rochester trail system.
Policy 8.1
Improve the physical connection between Thompson
Mill Race and Indian Heights Park
Strategy 8.1.1

Strategy 8.1.2

Strategy 8.1.3

Install directional signs along
roadways to direct vehicular traﬃc,
bicyclists and pedestrians from the
trail in Thompson Mill Race, and
3rd Ave. NW/West River Parkway
to the Park entrance.
Sign an on-street bicycle route
from the 3rd Ave. NW on-street
bicycle lanes to the Park entrance,
and include this route on the
Rochester Bicycle Map.

Park with a better designed one
with greater capacity.
Strategy 8.1.4

Continue to explore the long term
possibility of a trail connection
between Thompson Mill Race and
Indian Heights Park.

Strategy 8.1.5

Coordinate with interested cultural
organizations to consider providing
a space within Thompson Mill
Race for cultural activities.

ISSUE: CULTURAL/HISTORICAL CONNECTIONS

The cultural and historical connection between the
high land in Indian Heights Park, Zumbro River, and
the riverside land at Thompson Mill Race is not well
understood by park visitors and the general public.

ANALYSIS

The high point in the Park, the overlook area, can
still be seen from the Thompson Mill Race below, but
passersby along the river cannot tell that the high
point is a public park, and people at the overlook can
see the river, but may not realize the cultural connection. On site interpretation in both parks can help
increase awareness.
Policy 8.2
Increase public and private visitors’ awareness of the
cultural, historical and ecological connections between Thompson Mill Race, Zumbro River and Indian
Heights Park
Strategy 8.2.1

Include interpretive information
about the connection to the river
and Mill Race on the interpretive
sign at the overlook in Indian
Heights Park (also see Strategy
10.1.5).

Strategy 8.2.2

Create and install an interpretive
sign about the Park—Mill Race—
river connection at a point along
the Zumbro River Trail at which
Indian Heights Park is visible.

Replace the existing bicycle rack
at the entrance to Indian Heights
Section III: Issue Analysis and Strategic Plan
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Photo 3.12 Park entrance area, looking
south from parking lot. The mown area is
the subject of the Entrance Area Concept
Drawing in Figure 3.3

4. Entrance Area

ISSUE: POORLY FUNCTIONING ENTRANCE
AREA

The entrance area at Terracewood Drive is the
primary area in the park for special events, and
includes the park’s only parking lot, but has several issues, including ponding, lack of accessibility,
lack of amenities, and a need to serve multiple
uses.

ANALYSIS

Photo 3.13 The new rain garden is planned
for the western side of parking lot to prevent
water ponding at the trail entrance

Photo 3.14 Western side of parking lot. The
rain garden will extend into the mown area

The entrance area has a 15 car unpainted parking lot, a ﬂat grass area between the parking lot
and entrance trail, a few scattered signs posting rules, a brochure box with FOIH park maps.
There is little to indicate that this is the entrance
to a public park. In addition, other, informal
trails have been created over the years, causing
concerns about safety and illegal activities in
the park. As the most accessible ﬂat area in
the park, it has become the location for special
events, so the area must serve multiple purposes.
In addition, GRADS has indicated that they do
not consider the entrance area to be part of the
sacred area on the higher elevations within the
park, so the entrance area is the best place for
park amenities to be installed.

Goal 9—Entrance Area: Maintain the
entrance area at Terracewood Drive NW
as the only public access to the Park, and
improve the area to better accommodate
the allowed uses while maintaining the
ecological integrity and the natural, informal
character of the area.

ISSUE: TOO MANY PARK ENTRANCES

For safety and management reasons, the main
Terracewood Drive entrance should be the only
public access to the park, but simply closing informal trails is not likely to suﬃciently discourage
their use.
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Figure 3.3 Concept Drawing for IHP Entrance Area

Rain garden on the west
side of the existing parking
lot.

One van-accessible
handicap parking spot to
follow ADA rules and
include signage and an
accessible aisle.

ADA-accessible interpretive
sign for the rain garden
adjacent to the asphalt trail.

ADA-accessible asphalt path
from parking lot to existing
trail.

3 benchs form a semi-circle
around a removable,
above-ground fire pit. The
semi circle will match
placed facing the cardinal
directions or at 45 degree
angles.
Across from the asphalt trail
is an ADA-accessible kisok
with three panels that
contain IHP welcome
information, interpretation,
and park rules.

N
ANALYSIS

It will be easier for park management and police
to reduce illegal uses of the park, and will clarify
park access for the public, if there is only one public
entrance. Besides closing the informal trails, media
promotion and wayﬁnding signage will be needed to
direct park visitors to the correct entrance.

park entrance from Broadway Ave.
N., Elton Hills Dr. NW and 3rd Ave.
NW (also see Strategy 8.1.1).
Strategy 9.1.2

Include information about the
Park and how to get there in
appropriate promotional media,
including the Rochester Park and
Recreation Department’s website.

Strategy 9.1.3

Close informal trails leading to the
Park (see Policy 6.4).

Policy 9.1
Reduce use of informal trails to access the park by
providing information about the oﬃcial Terracewood
Drive entrance to the public.
Strategy 9.1.1

Install wayﬁnding signs along
vehicular routes leading to the
Section III: Issue Analysis and Strategic Plan
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ISSUE: PARKING LOT

The parking lot is of adequate size, but it does not
have accessible parking spaces, the surface is aging,
and water runs oﬀ of it toward the grass gathering
area in the park. The parking lot also serves as part
of the gathering area for special events.

ANALYSIS

The 15 car, asphalt parking lot meets the needs of
park users on most days, and is rarely ﬁlled. The
FOIH and GRADS have held special events in the
park, and parking sometimes overﬂows onto surrounding public streets. At some events, part of
the parking lot has been used to place temporary
picnic tables or seating provided by the Park and
Recreation Department. This system has worked
adequately. The surrounding on-street parking,
primarily on Terracewood Dr. NW and 19th St. NW,
has accommodated park users, and no complaints
have been received from neighbors regarding event
parking. However, parking for people with disabilities
is needed. For a parking lot this size, one painted and
signed accessible parking space that can accommodate a van is advised in the ADA Guidelines.
The water ponding issue in the grass gathering area
is partly due to runoﬀ from the parking lot. The
most beneﬁt to the water issue will be derived from
regrading the grass area, but, since the parking
lot has likely not been improved since 1989, it is
beyond the average lifespan of asphalt. Resurfacing
or reconstruction will be needed as it continues to
deteriorate. At that time, regrading the parking lot
to ﬂow away from the gathering area will reduce the
ponding in that area, and will allow a rain garden to
be constructed near the parking lot. Rain gardens
help ﬁlter pollutants from parking lot and street
runoﬀ, and create a beautiful space for holding runoﬀ
with the installation of native, moisture-tolerant
ﬂowers.
Policy 9.2
Maintain the parking lot as a sustainable, multi-function space, to be used for special events as well as
parking.
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Strategy 9.2.1

Maintain the parking lot at its
current size.

Strategy 9.2.2

Paint and sign at least one vanaccessible parking space that
meets ADA guidelines (Also see
Strategy 7.1.1).

Strategy 9.2.3

Monitor the condition of the
parking lot annually, and schedule
for resurfacing or replacement
when necessary.

Strategy 9.2.4

When rehabilitation of the parking
lot is necessary, regrade the
parking lot so runoﬀ ﬂows away
from the park entrance area.

ISSUE: WATER PONDING

Water ponds in a low area on the west side of the
grassed entrance area, blocking access to the trail.

ANALYSIS

A pond forms in the spring and after other heavy
rains. The pond blocks the start of the entrance trail
that leads up a steep hill. Water ﬂows directly down
the trail, and also from the grassed area and parking lot. Hikers walk around the edges of the pool,
causing a wide, bumpy surface at the trail entrance
once the soil dries. To resolve this, the area should
be regraded to move the lowest area farther to the
west end of the grassy gathering area, and to the
west side of the parking lot. Rather than the existing
grass, a rain garden ﬁlled with native wildﬂowers and
other water tolerant plants is proposed in order to
make the entrance area more welcoming, solve the
trail entrance problem, and educate visitors about
rain gardens. See Figure 3.4, Concept Drawing of the
Entrance Area.
Policy 9.3
Reduce the impacts of water pooling on the entrance
area and trail by regrading the area and creating
proper drainage.
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Strategy 9.3.1

Regrade the entrance area, south
and west of the existing parking
lot to eliminate ponding on the
entrance area and trail. Move
the low area to the west side of
the entrance area and west of the
parking lot.

Strategy 9.3.2

Coordinate with Friends of Indian
Heights, Prairie Smoke and other
organizations to create and
maintain a rain garden in the
regraded low areas.

ISSUE: LACK OF INFORMATION

The park entrance provides no information about the
park, except for multiple, scattered signs with rules
(Photo 3.11). The entrance area also functions as a
gathering space, and needs to serve multiple purposes, including holding ceremonies that require a
ﬁre pit.

ANALYSIS

An information kiosk for Indian Heights Park was
approved in concept by the Park Board in 2010. The
entrance area should provide basic information
about the park and trails in a format that is accessible
to most people. Because of the sacred and natural
character of the rest of the park, interpretive signs
within the rest of the park will be limited, and interpretive information will instead be provided primarily
at the kiosk in the entrance area. Benches are desired for group gatherings, and a circular pattern is
most meaningful to the Dakota who use this park
for ceremonies. The kiosk will make up one half
of the circle, representing the Parks & Recreation
Department and the dominant culture or the descendents of Europeans, and the Dakota people, who
come to the park for their ceremonies or healing
will complete the circle, further depicting that only
together can we reconcile the past10. The existing
bicycle rack only holds a few bicycles, and the design
is outdated and will not ﬁt some of the wider tires in
modern bicycles. An updated, larger capacity bicycle

rack will encourage bicycling to the park, but not
within it. A shoe cleaner is needed to minimize the
inadvertent transfer of invasive species seeds, etc.,
into and out of the park. While the rest of the trail
system will remain as dirt trails to preserve the character and sacredness of the bluﬀ, the ﬂat entrance
area will be paved with accessible trails to provide
access to gatherings and interpretive information
for people of all abilities. See Figure 3.4 on p. 49,
Concept Drawing of the Entrance Area.
Policy 9.4
Create a gathering space, ceremonial circle and
trailhead in the ﬂat area south of the parking lot to
provide park information and space for ceremonial
and other low impact activities (see the Concept
Plan, p. 49).
Strategy 9.4.1

Develop a hard surface trail
connecting the parking lot,
information kiosk, seating
and ceremonial area, to meet
accessibility guidelines.

Strategy 9.4.2

Create and install an information
kiosk at the east side of the
mowed areas, in coordination
with FOIH, GRADS and other
partners, to include: park rules,
a map, interpretive information,
trail characteristics and layout,
and space for temporary park
related postings. Design this kiosk
to meet ADA guidelines, to the
extent feasible. The interpretive
information should include: park
history; quarry history; natural
and cultural resources including
native plants and animals, such as
seasonal species lists; the park as
sacred site; and the reasons for
the park’s signiﬁcance.

Strategy 9.4.3

Install benches, a bicycle rack and
a shoe cleaner in the entrance
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Photo 3.15 View from overlook, looking NE toward the Zumbro River. Historical and
cultural connections to the river will be highlighted at an overlook interpretive panel

area. The benches are to be in a
semi-circular pattern.
Strategy 9.4.4

Maintain an open space south of
the parking lot and east of the
entrance trail with grass or other
low height natural vegetation,
so that the area can be used as a
gathering space.

appropriate for the site. Due to the sacredness and
native habitat restoration work in the upper elevations of the park, it is most appropriate to hold large
group gatherings and special events at the entrance
area, outside of the sacred blufftop. The following
policies and strategies specify the uses to be allowed
at the entrance area, which may be unique to Indian
Heights Park.

Policy 9.5

ISSUE: SPECIAL EVENTS

Special events use the grassed entrance area, as well
as part of the parking lot. Some Dakota ceremonies
use a ﬁre pit.

ANALYSIS

Special events are permitted through the Park
and Recreation Department’s permitting process.
Consideration was given to what activities are
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Allow low impact, group activities to take place in
the entrance area, provided that they are permitted
through the Park and Recreation Department’s permitting process, and meet all applicable Department
regulations.
Strategy 9.5.1
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Continue to allow the public to
reserve the Park entrance area for
special events.

Strategy 9.5.2

Allow ceremonies, talking
circles, and other low impact
events to take place in the
entrance area.

Strategy 9.5.3

Allow special events to use all
or a portion of the parking lot
for temporary event space,
as long as accessible parking
meeting ADA guidelines is
provided.

Strategy 9.5.4

Allow the temporary
placement of picnic tables
and other equipment to
be used for special events
in the entrance area, in
coordination with the Park
and Recreation Department.

Strategy 9.5.5

Photo 3.16 A platform at the overlook will
reduce further erosion. Minor trail repair is
also recommended

Photo 3.17 Flat, open terrain in quarry area

Allow small ﬁres to be built
in temporary ﬁre pits in the
entrance area only, by permit.

5. Overlook Area

ISSUES: OVERLOOK ACCESS AND SAFETY

The overlook of the Zumbro River and the
quarry area are the primary destinations in the
park (Photo 3.14. Visitors do not understand
what they are looking at when they are at these
locations. Trails to these areas have erosion
problems, and there are duplicative trails.
Crenlo, Inc. owns part of the overlook. The
informal trail from Crenlo’s building is a safety
concern

Photo 3.18 Trail through woodland west of
the quarry area

ANALYSIS

Interpretation about these areas will increase
visitors’ understanding of the signiﬁcance of the
park as well as their understanding of local history. As the two most visited areas of the park,
the overlook and the quarry areas could use
some unobtrusive improvements to make them
safer and easier to ﬁnd. The overlook area
consists of a small point in the southwest corner
Section III: Issue Analysis and Strategic Plan
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of the park that overlooks the Zumbro River and is at
least 100 feet above the adjacent Crenlo building and
parking lot. People have created a steep informal
trail up the bluﬀ to access the park from the Crenlo
property. Crenlo owns the point of the blufftop, from
which the best view can be seen. Crenlo has posted
the private property line with a “no trespassing” sign,
but people continue to use the shortcut. The blufftop
is eroded due to sandy soils and higher use. Steering
Committee members met with Crenlo, and have a
verbal agreement for the Park’s department to have
an easement on the blufftop to provide public access
to the viewing area. This view area will formalize the
park visitor use that has taken place informally for
decades. The closure of the trail from Crenlo is recommended, using natural materials to block passage.
To further discourage trespassing down the steep
bluﬀ, to minimize erosion and to improve safety at
the viewpoint, a small wooden platform with railing
is recommended. An interpretive sign can be placed
on the railing or beside the platform.

Goal 10—Maintain, improve and provide
interpretive information about the primary
destinations in the Park: the overlook area
and the quarry area.

the extent feasible; i.e. a ramp
instead of steps, unobstructed
view from a sitting position,
turning space, etc.
Strategy 10.1.3

Maintain the vegetation in front of
the viewing side of the platform to
provide a viewshed toward the city
and the Zumbro River.

Strategy 10.1.4

Work with Crenlo, Inc. to close
the informal trail leading from the
top of the overlook to the Crenlo
building.

Strategy 10.1.5

Coordinate with partners to
create and install a one-panel
interpretive sign on or near
the platform to describe the
signiﬁcance of the site, natural
resources, history and/or historical
and cultural connection to the
river and Thompson Mill Race.
The interpretive panel should be
designed to ADA guidelines, to the
extent feasible.

Strategy 10.1.6

Reduce trail erosion leading to the
overlook by creating grade dips in
the trail surface to direct water oﬀ
of the trail; grade dips are more
accessible than waterbars.

Policy 10.1
Improve the access to and safety of the Overlook
area, and provide interpretive information.
Strategy 10.1.1

Strategy 10.1.2
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Formalize an agreement between
Crenlo, Inc. and the City to
provide the Park and Recreation
Department with an easement for
the land on top of the overlook.
Install a wooden or natural looking
platform with railing at the top of
the overlook to reduce erosion,
discourage use of the informal
trail to the Crenlo building, and to
improve safety (Photo 3.15). This
platform and access to it should
meet accessibility guidelines, to

6. Quarry Area

ISSUES: ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY AND
SAFETY

The quarry area is used after dark for campﬁres,
creating concern for ﬁre safety, noise disturbances,
and attracting other illicit activities (Photos 3.16 and
3.17). The quarry is diﬃcult to ﬁnd for new visitors.
The quarry area includes some environmentally sensitive areas that get trampled.

ANALYSIS

The campﬁres after dark are a common concern
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expressed by neighborhood residents.
Noises can be heard from the
private properties, and ﬁre scars,
alcohol bottles and other trash is
found in the quarry afterwards.
High school students are some of
the likely after hours park users.
The best way to discourage this is
through prompt attention to and
clean up of the area, more use of
the area for allowed activities, and
by inviting the after hours users to
value the park through involvement
in restoration or other park related
activities. To address the navigation
issue, all but 1-2 of the trails into
and within the excavated, lower
elevation portion of the quarry area
should be closed, using natural
materials such as brush to block the
trail entrances. Trails can be more
permanently closed with revegetation of the trail tread. Planting
bushes that have thorns at the trail
entrances works well. To delineate
trails within the sparsely vegetated
ﬂoor of the quarry, stones or fallen
tree trunks can be used to unobtrusively mark a pathway. Areas such
as the regenerating wetland can be
delineated in this manner as well.
Care must be taken when marking
trails in this manner to allow sheet
ﬂow of water on and oﬀ the trail.
The edging must not be so solid
that the trail becomes the path for
runoﬀ. For interpretation of the
quarry, in order to leave the views
of the area uninterrupted, interpretive signs will not be placed within
the quarry area, but information
about the quarry will be included
on the kiosk in the entrance area
instead.

Photo 3.19 Invasives like buckthorn have been removed
through a Conservation Partners Legacy grant in
partnership with FOIH, Conservation Corps of MN and IA,
and others

Photo 3.20 Oak Savanna plant community after removal
of buckthorn and honeysuckle

Policy 10.2
Maintain the Quarry area as a regenerating natural area and a destination for visitors for passive recreational use, and nature viewing
and study.
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Strategy 10.2.1

Strategy 10.2.2

Work with FOIH to eliminate
illegal ﬁres in the quarry area
through methods such as: posting
regulations on the entrance kiosk,
notiﬁcation of police, prompt
cleanup of ﬁre rings, media and
outreach to youth groups and
schools.
Work with FOIH and City police
to reduce other illegal uses of the
Park, such as vagrancy, graﬃti and
illegal drug use.

Strategy 10.2.3

In the open space in the main
quarry area, guide exploration and
encourage visitors to remain in less
sensitive areas by deﬁning an edge
for the walkable area with natural
materials, such as logs or stones.

Strategy 10.2.4

Provide interpretive information
about the quarry history
and natural resources in the
information panels at the entrance
area, and in oﬀ-site media, such as
the FOIH website and the Olmsted
County History Center.

Strategy 10.2.5

Close some of the informal trails
leading into the quarry area, and
direct trail traﬃc to no more than
two entrances into the area.

Strategy 10.2.6

Concrete structural remnants of
the quarry operations that exist
in and near the quarry area will
remain in place, but will not be
preserved, due to their dilapidated
condition.

E. Natural Resources Restoration
and Management
ISSUE: NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Active management of natural areas in Rochester’s
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city parks had been largely neglected. Indian Heights
is one of the city parks that still has signiﬁcant natural
areas. All plant communities in the park are somewhat degraded, as seen in ﬁgures 3.18 and 3.20.

ANALYSIS

Suppression of ﬁre and limitation of grazing have
allowed trees, shrubs and invasive species to take
over most areas that formerly were savanna or bluﬀ
prairie. The four plant communities in the park now
all contain invasive species.
In recent years, public recognition has increased
of the value of natural areas for contemplative
recreation such as birdwatching, nature study and
enjoyment, and other passive activities. With the
increased public value for nature should come an
increased eﬀort to restore and manage the remaining
natural areas in Rochester like Indian Heights Park. As
shown on p.6 of this plan, in 2011 the Rochester Park
Board agreed that “Indian Heights Park should be
maintained to secure and restore its unique environmental qualities and ecological systems.” The Park
Board also agreed that “Parks and Recreation staﬀ
and interested community groups and citizens will
develop and carry out a multi year plan to restore the
oak savannas.”
At the beginning of this planning process, a site
assessment was conducted by trained volunteers.
Visits to the site were made multiple times in all seasons. The plants found in each of the areas are listed
in the Appendix. The team of volunteers selected
four target plant communities to restore in Indian
Heights Park: maple-basswood, oak woodland, oak
savanna, and the quarry areas (a mix of plant community types.) These four areas will require diﬀerent
management techniques, and are distinguished from
each other for that reason (Figure 2.11 on p. 20). The
team considered several factors in selecting these
four target plant communities:
1. The existing vegetation;
2. The geology, soils, terrain and aspect of the site;
3. The plant community that existed on the
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Figure 3.5 Trygg Land Survey for Indian Heights Park11

site historically at the time of ﬁrst European
settlement;
4. The prevalence of each plant community type
relative to its historic abundance; and
5. The attractiveness of each plant community to
people.

There are three basic phases in restoring habitat:
1. Removal of invasives
2. Monitoring spontaneous regeneration of native
species

Section III: Issue Analysis and Strategic Plan
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3. Adjusting the management plan as necessary to
supplement the natural regeneration of native
species and manage the site for the long term.
Below are speciﬁc policies and strategies to
achieve habitat restoration in the four target plant
communities.

Goal 11—Restore and maintain the natural
habitat in the park toward pre-European
contact conditions in order to create a
peaceful place where nature is honored,
to improve the visitor experience for
contemplative recreation, and to reﬂect the
natural history of the park.

ways to address invasive species in Minnesota, and a
multi-faceted approach is the most eﬀective.
Policy 11.1
Reduce the prevalence of invasive plants throughout the park by 95 percent during the ﬁrst ten years,
using grants, volunteers and park staﬀ.
Strategy 11.1.1

Reduce the prevalence of invasive
woody plants, such as buckthorn
and honeysuckle, with basal
bark spraying, frilling, girdling,
and killing stump sprouts and
seedlings.

Strategy 11.1.2

Reduce the prevalence of
undesirable grasses and forbs,
such as Reed Canary Grass,
Garlic Mustard and Wild Parsnip
by mechanical pulling, applying
chemicals and smothering.

Strategy 11.1.3

Continue communicating with
neighbors of the park to assist
in controlling invasive plants on
private land through education,
ﬂiers, and talks at neighborhood
venues.

Strategy 11.1.4

Provide a “Clean, Play, Go” station
with tools such as a boot brush
and hook in the entrance area so
that visitors can avoid spreading
invasive species.

Strategy 11.1.5

Collect and distribute native seed
harvested locally to hasten habitat
improvement and preserve local
genotypes, as much as the degree
of natural regeneration allows.

Strategy 11.1.6

Through information on the
entrance area kiosk, discourage
visitors from removing ﬂowers,
plants and wildlife from the park.

ISSUE: INVASIVE SPECIES

Current conditions of ﬁre suppression and inﬂux
of invasive species have degraded the native
ecosystems.

ANALYSIS

If the current conditions of ﬁre suppression and
inﬂux of invasive species continue, degradation will
worsen over time and become irredeemable. The
maple-basswood forest shows signs of very heavy
deer browse and signiﬁcant human use and traﬃc.
The oak woodlands have signiﬁcant invasion by buckthorn and honeysuckle, and are gradually converting
to mesic woodland. The oak savanna is also heavily
infested with Eurasian buckthorn and honeysuckle, so
much so that little of the original savanna and prairie
vegetation remains. None of the bluﬀ prairie that
shows in the 1883 photo remains (Figure 3.5); it appears to have grown up to oak savanna. The quarry
areas, although abandoned for over 50 years, are still
in early stages of succession. They are also being invaded by reed canary grass, buckthorn, honeysuckle,
and other invasive non-native and native plants.
Management of invasive vegetation will be the most
challenging issue in managing the natural resources
of the park. The Park and Recreation Department
will use best management practices to sustainably
address this invasive challenge. There are multiple
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Oak woodlands are characterized by:

ISSUE: SAVANNA AND OAK WOODLAND
MANAGEMENT

The existing oak savanna, on the south and east
slopes, is severely degraded and overgrown, with
little of the original savanna and prairie vegetation
types remaining. The oak woodland, on top of the
hill, also has been extensively invaded by non-native
plants, and it is too dense with shade-tolerant trees.
With persistence of shade it is gradually turning into
a maple-basswood forest.

ANALYSIS:

Savanna is the most endangered ecosystem in
Minnesota. Furthermore, the World Wildlife Fund
classiﬁes this land as Upper Midwest Forest Savanna
Transition Zone (UMTZ), and states that “the oak savanna component of the UMTZ is one of the world’s
most endangered ecosystems.”2 The key features of
an oak savanna plant community are:
• an incomplete tree canopy, where trees are
open-grown and dominated by bur oak.
• little or no sub-canopy
• a less dense shrub layer than an oak
woodland
• a ground layer that includes sun-loving
species
• thin soil on a south facing slope
At Indian Heights Park, the current savanna area
on the south and east slopes were historically bluﬀ
prairie, with few trees. The area still has open grown
oaks, indicating that the area recently had the character of a savanna. This area has a heavy infestation
of buckthorn. Non-native honeysuckle shrubs have
also degraded the quality of the ecosystem. Removal
of those invasive aliens and thinning of the more
shade tolerant trees should allow the oaks to regenerate and the few remaining native shrubs, forbs,
and graminoids to slowly recover. For a variety of
reasons, it may not be desirable to return this area
all the way to wide open bluﬀ prairie. So, gradual
restoration to oak savanna, with many openings of
sun-loving savanna and prairie forbs, graminoids, and
shrubs is best.

• near continuous canopy of large, open-grown
tees with large horizontal branches, with oaks
predominating, but including black walnut
• sub-canopy of young trees of mostly the same
species as the canopy
• a fairly dense shrub layer including suntolerant species
• patchy vines
• ground layer of plants that needs a moderate
amount of sun
• thin soil with substantial sun exposure
In Indian Heights Park, the removal of the buckthorn
and honeysuckle, as well as thinning the remaining
trees to favor the oaks, walnuts, and other plants
native to this plant community, should allow the
existing remnant native plant community to recover
fairly quickly. Periodic low-intensity surface ﬁres
every ﬁve to ten years would help control shade-tolerant trees and shrubs, and stimulate the grasses and
sedges (graminoids) that typically provide much of
the ground cover in oak savanna.
Policy 11.2
Restore and maintain the savanna and oak woodland
target plant communities as depicted in Photo 3.,
and improve habitat for species such as red headed
woodpeckers.
Strategy 11.2.1

Selectively remove woody species
not part of the savanna ecosystem
in order to limit the tree canopy to
30 percent.

Strategy 11.2.2

Use prescribed burning, mowing
and grazing every three to
ﬁve years to maintain an open
understory and limit tree canopy
advancement.

Strategy 11.2.3

Monitor for regeneration of native
savanna or oak woodland plant
communities and supplement if
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necessary with local genotype
seed.
Strategy 11.2.4

Allow selected snags and dead
limbs to remain as habitat for red
headed woodpeckers and other
soft wood cavity nesters.

ISSUE: QUARRY AREA SUCCESSION

The quarry area’s succession from a scariﬁed rock
quarry back into natural ecosystems has been altered by invasive plant species. The only wetland in
the park that has evolved in a portion of the former
quarry area is disturbed by trails that cross it.

Policy 11.3
Enable spontaneous succession of native plants and
animals in the quarry/limestone alvar areas
Strategy 11.3.1

Remove species such as Reed
Canary Grass and Red Cedar.

Strategy 11.3.2

Maintain areas of natural ponding
and perched wetlands.

Strategy 11.3.3

Monitor for regeneration of native
species and supplement with local
genotype seed.

Strategy 11.3.4

Monitor for encouragement of
reptiles and amphibians.

ANALYSIS

The quarry area has a very diverse mix of plants and
associated animals. It cannot be described as a single
type of plant community. This area is quite interesting to visitors for its openness, visual separation from
the surrounding city, plant and animal variety, and
presence of a persistent, seasonally ﬂooded wetland
and its associated plants and animals. Control of
invasive plants such as reed canary grass, buckthorn,
and Eurasian honeysuckle should be done in this
area. It may be reasonable to let this area slowly
recover from the quarrying activities, as it has been
doing, and on its own “choose” to evolve into some
collection of native plants and animals. This story of
a once-scariﬁed area recovering into a natural system
exempliﬁes nature’s power to heal itself, and should
be told through interpretation. However, to keep this
area free of visual intrusions, this story will be told
on the kiosk in the entrance area and through oﬀ
site media. The wetland in the southern portion of
the quarry area, which seasonally collects rainwater,
provides a diﬀerent habitat from the rest of the park.
It supports juvenile toads and frogs, as well as some
semi-aquatic insects, and thus provides food for
additional kinds of birds. This adds to the interest to
the public. So this wetland should be maintained and
protected from overgrowth of invasive plants and
human disturbance. Moving and closing the trails
that cross the wetland areas is discussed in Strategy
6.3.3.
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ISSUE: MAPLE-BASSWOOD FOREST
MANAGEMENT

The maple-basswood forest on the north slopes of
the park has evidence of heavy browse by deer, and
some damage by humans.

ANALYSIS

Maple-basswood forests are characterized by:
• continuous canopy of mostly maple,
basswood and other ﬁre intolerant trees
• sub-canopy sparse to interrupted
• shrub layer sparse to interrupted, composed
of young trees of similar species to the subcanopy
• ground layer with a variety of spring ﬂowering
species.
• North facing aspect
Although there are some spring wildﬂowers present, their numbers are for the most part small and
isolated. The exceptions are trout lily and other that
deer seem to leave alone. Culling of the deer herd
to a more manageable level should allow the populations of trillium, hepatica, columbine and other to
recover. This would make the area more attractive to
visitors, especially in the springtime.
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Policy 11.4
Restore and maintain the maple-basswood forest
target plant community as depicted in Figure
2.11 on p. 20.
Strategy 11.4.1

Monitor deer herd numbers
and consult with the
appropriate government
agencies to periodically
conduct a controlled hunt to
manage deer browse of native
plants.

identiﬁable. This monitoring should be done regularly, at least every 10 years. This monitoring can
be done by trained volunteers, but should follow
an established framework to ensure consistency of
method and timing. Records must be must be kept
and available for future reference.
Policy 11.5
Encourage and maintain species appropriate to
driftless, alvar, savanna, oak woodland, and maple
basswood communities in the areas indicated on the
target plant community map, Figure 2.11 on p. 20.

Strategy 11.4.2

Close unnecessary trails in
the maple-basswood plant
community area (See Policy
6.4).

Strategy 11.5.1

Continue monitoring the
regeneration of native species
annually and identify missing
species.

Strategy 11.4.3

Monitor for regeneration of
native maple-basswood plant
communities and supplement
if necessary with local
genotype seed.

Strategy 11.5.2

Add seeds of desired species
from local genotype plants when
needed.

Strategy 11.5.3

Assess the success of the
restoration eﬀorts periodically
using the monitoring data,
and revise restoration and

ISSUE: LONG TERM MONITORING AND
MAINTENANCE

Regardless of the restoration eﬀorts done in the
ﬁrst few years, the natural resources in the park
will continue to require long-term monitoring
and management.

ANALYSIS

management strategies as needed.

F. Park Management and
Maintenance
ISSUE: PARK VALUE

Monitoring should include:
1. Photos of the overall areas that show the
predominant vegetation;
2. Surveys of the presence and relative
abundance of native plants appropriate to
the target plant communities; and
3. Monitoring of the abundance of non-native
plants such as buckthorn, honeysuckle,
garlic mustard and such.

In the past this park has been managed primarily for
its recreational value.

ANALYSIS

This Master Plan sets forth a shift in management
to place a priority on the natural and cultural resource values of the Park. This is in compliance
with the designation of Indian Heights Park as an
Environmental Park in the 2016 Park System Plan.

Some monitoring must be done in the seasons
when characteristic plants are visible and readily
Section III: Issue Analysis and Strategic Plan
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Goal 12—The City of Rochester shall manage
Indian Heights Park as a signiﬁcant cultural
and historical site with exceptional natural
resources for non-erosive recreation and
ceremonial use.

implement the goals, policies and
strategies in this Master Plan.
Strategy 12.1.2

The Park and Recreation
Department staﬀ shall notify the
public of major management
activities.

Strategy 12.1.3

The Park and Recreation
Department will support
allowed uses of the park through
the issuance of permits for
organized group activities, such
as neighborhood events and
ceremonial ﬁres, provided that
the proposed activity meets all
pertinent City regulations and is in
compliance with this Master Plan.

Strategy 12.1.4

The Parks and Recreation
Department will coordinate the
development and maintenance of
the improvements identiﬁed in this
Master Plan.

ISSUE: PUBLIC INPUT AND COMMUNICATION
ON PARK MANAGEMENT

With no park system plan until 2016 and no park
master plans, Indian Heights Park has been managed
in the past through unwritten policies and decisions
that have not always been transparent to the public.
Some interested citizens and neighbors believe they
have not had suﬃcient opportunities to give input on
park management issues and decisions.

ANALYSIS

The 2016 Park System Plan guides the development and management of the entire park system
in Rochester. The purpose of this Master Plan is to
guide the management of the park. Public input has
shaped both of these plans. Policies and strategies
herein provide action steps to improve the park, as
well as new management strategies. In some cases,
it provides written statements of formerly unwritten
policies that are to continue. These plans provide
the public with clear, speciﬁc information about how
Indian Heights will be managed. In addition, the Park
and Recreation Department will make a concerted
eﬀort to provide advance notice of activities that will
aﬀect the Park.
Policy 12.1
The Park and Recreation Department staﬀ, volunteers
and other partner groups and organizations will utilize this Master Plan to guide the management of the
Park, and to sustainably manage Indian Heights Park
for the betterment of the community.
Strategy 12.1.1
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The Park and Recreation
Department will utilize best
management practices to

ISSUE: PARK MAINTENANCE

In general, in the past the park has received sporadic
upkeep and maintenance.

ANALYSIS

As documented in Section II: Existing Conditions, the
Park has received relatively little attention over the
years. The parking lot was constructed in 1979 and
does not meet ADA parking requirements. The trails
were constructed in the 1980’s, with few improvements since then, except for an insuﬃcient attempt
to solve the erosion problem on the entrance hill.
The entrance area is kept mowed. A haphazard collection of signs with various park rules are scattered
across the mowed area. Until the Friends of Indian
Heights started removing invasive plants, the natural
resources in the park appear to have been left to be
invaded by non-native plants. Since regular upkeep
has not taken place, there is a backlog of restoration
and rehabilitation to be done in the near future.
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The result of the lack of attention is a major need
for natural resource restoration, maintenance and
rehabilitation needs on portions of the trail system,
and the need for some basic amenities and improvements such as a map, an information kiosk, and an
accessible parking space. In general, the park needs
a better standard of care than it has been receiving.
Once the major natural resource restoration, trail
rehabilitation and construction of minor amenities
have been completed, then the maintenance needs
will reduce to standard upkeep.
The Park System Plan recognizes the need for sustainable maintenance practices and also recognizes the
need for natural parks such as Indian Heights. The
Parks and Recreation Department receives an annual
allocation of funding which is utilized throughout the
park system for maintenance activities. This funding
is enhanced with skilled park staﬀ and a network of
skilled volunteers. Due to budget and staﬃng limitations, the City must depend on volunteer assistance
to meet the maintenance needs of the park.
Policy 12.2
The Park and Recreation Department will, with the
assistance of volunteers and partners, maintain
Indian Heights Park using sustainable maintenance
practices in order to maintain safe conditions, provide for park use, and protect the Park’s cultural and
natural resources.
Strategy 12.2.1

Strategy 12.2.2

Strategy 12.2.3

The trail system will be maintained
according to the maintenance
guidelines under Goals 6 on p. 38
of this Plan.
Winter use of the trail system will
be allowed, for hiking, running or
snowshoeing, but the trails will not
be groomed. Due to the uneven
terrain, cross country skiing is not
recommended in the park, but will
not be prohibited.
The entrance area and parking lot
will be maintained for year-round
use, according to the maintenance

guidelines on Goals 7-8 starting on
p. 45 of this Plan, and the parking
lot will be plowed of snow in
winter.

G. Programming
ISSUE: PARTNERS FOR PROGRAMMING

Non-proﬁt organizations and neighborhood and
cultural groups would like to continue to oﬀer
group activities at the Park, as well as programs and
events open to the public. Additional programming
is possible through new partnerships. The Park and
Recreation Department does not directly provide any
programming at Indian Heights Park.

ANALYSIS

Currently, the City of Rochester’s nature-based programming is primarily oﬀered at Quarry Hill Nature
Center, a cooperative partnership in which the Parks
Department maintains the site and building, and a
non-proﬁt organization, Friends of Quarry Hill Nature
Center, oﬀers environmental education and outdoor recreation programming and nature exhibits.
Rochester Public Schools are also a primary partner
at Quarry Hill, using the park as an outdoor classroom for natural science education. At 329 acres,
Quarry Hill is about nine times larger than Indian
Heights Park. However, because of its location in the
heart of the city, Indian Heights may be a desirable
location for increased programming, provided that
the programming is consistent with the park’s purpose and the policies in this Master Plan.
Programming oﬀered on-site in recent years includes:
• Dakota Blessings and Ceremonies, by GRADS;
• Invasive Species Removal Workdays, by FOIH;
• National Night Out neighborhood gatherings,
by FOIH;
• Environmental summer day camp for youth,
by Project Get Outdoors and FOIH; and
• Celebrate Dakota Week events.
Oﬀ-site programming and information-sharing related to Indian Heights Park in recent years has
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included:

hikes, educational tours and
classes, cultural ceremonies,
bird counts, wildﬂower walks,
and volunteer and non-invasive
research opportunities.

• Wasi Oju Lectures on historical topics, at the
Rochester Public Library, County Fairgrounds,
etc.;
• Indian Heights Park exhibit at the History
Center of Olmsted County;

Strategy 13.1.3

• Archives of Park related documents, photos
and artifacts at the History Center; and
• Collection of Park related data, history and
research available on-line at FOIH website.

Goal 13—Provide on-site and oﬀ-site
programming in or about Indian Heights Park
that is focused on nature based recreation,
culture, history, environmental education,
science enrichment and service learning,
through partnerships with schools, non-proﬁt
organizations, cultural and environmental
groups, and other government agencies.

Policy 13.2
Provide oﬀ-site programming related to Indian
Heights Park in order to welcome new and diverse
visitors to the Park, and increase public awareness of
the Park and its cultural, historical and environmental
signiﬁcance.
Strategy 13.2.1

Provide oﬀ-site programming,
through partnerships, for youth,
such as: classroom activities; youth
group cultural or environmental
activities; virtual park tours;
library, shopping center or county
fair displays; or web-based
learning.

Strategy 13.2.2

Provide oﬀ-site programming,
through partnerships, for adults,
such as: historical, cultural or
environmental lectures and
discussions; Park related exhibits;
radio interviews, television tours;
historical research opportunities,
or naturalist training for future
volunteers.

Policy 13.1
Provide a variety of on-site programming in Indian
Heights Park for youth and adults, in order to increase understanding and appreciation of the Park’s
signiﬁcance, provided that the events are of sizes
suitable to the park, respect the Park’s environment
and cultural signiﬁcance, and are held in a sustainable manner.
Strategy 13.1.1

Strategy 13.1.2
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Through partnerships, provide
youth and family oriented
on-site programming, such
as: nature based exploration
tours, environmental education;
historical and cultural awareness
events; service learning, and
outdoor classroom opportunities.
Through partnerships, provide
adult on-site programming, such
as: interpretive information
panels, interpretive brochures
available at Park, recreational

Promote programming on or
related to Indian Heights Park
through the City’s and partners’
websites and other social and
traditional media.

H. Partnerships
ISSUE: PARTNERSHIPS AND VOLUNTEER
MANAGEMENT

Additional partnerships could add capacity and
resources to help implement this Master Plan. In
addition, some existing partners believe that communication with partners and the public needs to be
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strengthened; recognition of volunteer and partner
eﬀorts needs to be improved; and roles and responsibilities should be more clearly deﬁned.

and photos, aerial photography
and GIS mapping, land ownership
information, and advice on
natural resources protection.
The Planning Department will
also be involved in any necessary
permitting for the installation of
amenities.

ANALYSIS

This park is managed by the City’s Park and
Recreation Department, with considerable assistance, especially in programming and natural
resources restoration, by partner organizations, other
government agencies, and volunteers. Continued
assistance from existing partners, and new partnerships will be necessary to successfully implement
the policies and strategies in this Plan. The Park and
Recreation Department must also work cooperatively with other City departments and with other
governmental agencies in order to meet the goals
of this Plan. The potential for new partnerships was
discussed with several government and non proﬁt
representatives during the master planning process.
Potential roles for new partners are included in the
strategies below. See Section 4.D: Partnerships for
more details.

Goal 14—Continue to build and maintain
partnerships between the City of Rochester’s
Park and Recreation Department and
community organizations and other
government agencies in order to supplement
City staﬀ in completing the strategies speciﬁed
in this Master Plan.

Strategy 14.1.2

Pursue a partnership with
Rochester Public Schools for the
use of Indian Heights Park as a
potential site for service learning
projects, outdoor science ﬁeld
trips, naturalist competitions and
the like.

Strategy 14.1.3

Continue partnering with the
Rochester Public Library, which
provides space for IHP-related
lectures and events, and is a
repository for Dakota-based
publications and historical
publications. The Library seeks
to oﬀer IHP for student research
on environmental and/or Native
American issues.

Strategy 14.1.4

Pursue a partnership with
Rochester Community and
Technical College to oﬀer IHP as a
potential site for research for the
Environmental Science Program
and Biology Department. The
College could possibly provide
student interns to work on
Plan implementation projects,
professor and student research on
IHP resources, and student service
learning projects.

Strategy 14.1.5

Continue working cooperatively
with other Rochester City
Departments, such as Public Works
in the implementation of this Plan.
The Public Works Department
will be involved in creating and

Policy 14.1
Continue to build and maintain partnerships with
other government agencies to increase the capacity
of Park and Recreation Department staﬀ to implement this Plan, to decrease costs, and increase
eﬃciency by working together on projects and programs of mutual beneﬁt.
Strategy 14.1.1

Continue to collaborate with the
Rochester—Olmsted Planning
Department, which provides
data and maps on natural
resources, historical documents
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installing wayﬁnding signs to the
Park on City roads, and other
transportation related strategies.
Policy 14.2

signiﬁcance of Indian Heights Park
as a Native American historic and
sacred site.
Strategy 14.2.4

Continue to collaborate with
the Zumbro Valley Audubon
Society (ZVAS) in supporting the
restoration of the savanna habitat,
and in increasing awareness of
the need for these ecosystems for
birds, wildlife and the people who
use this resource. Possible roles for
ZVAS include: leading interpretive
programs, participating in biotic
inventories and monitoring,
promotion and advocacy.

Strategy 14.2.5

Continue collaboration with
Prairie Smoke, which will continue
to provide natural resource
expertise to meet the restoration
goals for the Park, such as plant
identiﬁcation, plant community
monitoring, and habitat
restoration planning.

Strategy 14.2.6

Continue to partner with the
Conservation Corps Minnesota
and Iowa for assistance in
implementing the restoration plan
through activities such as: invasive
species removal, plant inventories,
and planting native species.
The Corps can also manage and
complete trail maintenance and
restoration, and installation
of minor facilities, such as the
overlook platform.

Strategy 14.2.7

Continue partnering with the
History Center of Olmsted County
as a repository for IHP related
historical documents, photographs
and artifacts, as a location for
exhibits on IHP related history,
including Native American history.
Possible partnership expansion

Continue to build and maintain partnerships with non
proﬁt organizations to assist with an array of management activities, including, but not limited to: Master
Plan implementation, on- and oﬀ-site programming,
fundraising, partnership development, restoration,
and maintenance.
Strategy 14.2.1

Strategy 14.2.2

Strategy 14.2.3
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Work cooperatively with the
Greater Rochester Area Dakota
Supporters (GRADS) and
the Celebrate Dakota! Mayo
Employees Resource Group,
who will continue to provide
and facilitate culturally authentic
educational expertise at and
about Indian Heights Park through
collaborative eﬀorts with the
members of the greater Dakota
community.
Continue the Adopt-A-Park
partnership with RNeighbors/
Friends of Indian Heights for their
work in: coordinating on-site
park activities such as tours and
volunteer projects; coordinating
oﬀ-site outreach education events
with other partners; assisting with
restoration work; grantwriting;
trash removal; increasing public
awareness of the Park as a natural
and cultural site; and assisting in
implementation of this Master
Plan. Revise the Adopt-A-Park
agreement periodically to reﬂect
the breadth of FOIH assistance.
Continue to partner with cultural
groups on projects and activities
to increase cultural awareness
and better understanding of the
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could include: co-sponsored ﬁeld
trips, IHP-related research projects
and lectures; and virtual park
tours.
Strategy 14.2.8

Strategy 14.2.9

Strategy 14.2.10

Strategy 14.2.11

Pursue a partnership with Mayo
Clinic Native CIRCLE to promote
Indian Heights Park as a respite
for visiting Native American Mayo
Clinic patients and their families.
Work cooperatively with Assisi
Heights on issues of mutual
concern, including: managing
invasive species, habitat
restoration, property boundary
marking, access management, and
providing access to Indian Heights
from Assisi Heights for people with
disabilities.
Pursue a partnership with the
Rochester Diversity Council in
programming and interpretation
activities that welcome diverse,
inclusive audiences; and in
activities that protect and sustain
the Park’s historical and cultural
components.
Pursue additional partnerships to
assist in the implementation of this
Master Plan, with organizations
such as: Zumbro Watershed
Partnership, Silver Creek Corner,
Minnesota Teen Challenge,
Summer of Service, and Minnesota
Master Naturalists.

Policy 14.3

Strategy 14.3.1

Provide training, services and
materials for partner and
volunteer projects that beneﬁt
the park, as needed and when
feasible.

Strategy 14.3.2

Provide recognition for partner
organizations and individual
volunteers through the media and
other methods.

Strategy 14.3.3

Clarify roles and responsibilities in
partnerships by creating signed,
written agreements for each
partnership, such as Memoranda
of Understanding, for long-term
partnerships, or partnerships
involving large investments of
eﬀort or resources.

Strategy 14.3.4

Strive for transparency in making
decisions or taking actions that
aﬀect partner goals or roles in
Indian Heights Park.

End Notes
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Seaboy, Cliﬀord Canku, Betty GreenCrow, and
approved by Leonard Wabasha
3. Valerie Guimares, e-mail to authors, May 1, 2014.
4. Diversity Foundation. “Rochester Minnesota Indian
Heights Park Healing and Reconciliation Ceremony.”
April 2012. http://www.diversityfoundation.org/
IndianHeightParkCeremony2012.html.
5. Diversity Foundation.
6. Diversity Foundation.
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SECTION IV: IMPLEMENTATION
A. Priorities and Timeline
The priorities for implementing this Master Plan are to accomplish the goals for the Park that were adopted by
the Rochester Park Board in 2011. The full text of those goals is in Figure 1.2 on page 5 of this Plan. The table
below indicates the goals, policies and strategies in this Master Plan that will accomplish the Park Board’s 2011
goals. It is important to note that Park Board Goals #3 and 4, establishing allowable uses, were implemented
immediately following the Park Board decision in 2011. This Master Plan conﬁrms the permitted uses, and
includes strategies for enforcing the trail usage policy.

Figure 4.1 Implementation Priorities
Goal Adopted in 2011
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Re-establish and mark the Park
boundaries
Complete an ethnographic review
Discontinue bicycle use
Allow other forms of recreation
consistent with a sacred site
Design & develop an educational
kiosk for the park entrance
Restore the oak savanna
Recognize the Dakota/Native
American presence and follow best
practices

Goal & Policies to
Accomplish Goal
Goal 5, Policy 5.3

Strategies to Accomplish Goal
Strategies 5.3.1 – 5.3.2

Goal 1, Policy 1.2
Goal 5, Policy 5.1
Goal 5, Policy 5.1

Strategies 1.2.1 – 1.2.5
Strategy 5.1.3
Strategies 5.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.1.4

Goal 4, Policy 4.1
Strategies 4.1.1 – 4.1.2,
Goal 9, Policy 9.4
9.4.2
Goal 11, Policy 11.2
Strategies 11.2.1—11.2.4
Strategies 2.1.1 – 2.1.4
Goal 2, Policy 2.1
Goal 4, Policies 4.1 – 4.3 Strategies 4.1.1—4.2.1, 4.3.3,
Goal 8, Policy 8.1
Strategy 8.1.5
Goal 9, Policies 9.4, 9.5
Strategies 9.4.1 – 9.4.4, 9.5.2, 9.5.5
Strategy 10.1.5
Goal 10, Policy 10.1
Goal 14, Policy
14.2
14.2.1, 14.2.3, 14.2.7, 14.2.8,
B. FundingStrategy
Sources
14.2.10
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Park & Trail Elements

Government Funding Sources

In addition to City Park and Recreation funds, there
are a number of government and private grant
sources that are available for the types of activities speciﬁed in the Goals, Policies and Strategies
in this Master Plan. The government sources listed
here include federal and state grants. Depending
on the program, these funding sources can pay for
50 – 100% of project costs. It is possible to match
some federal grants with state grants, but most grant
programs want to see some local investment. Some
programs require a “cash” match, but some allow
“in kind” donations of labor and materials to make
up all or part of the local match. Communities often
commit staﬀ time, use of City-owned equipment,
and/or materials such as lumber or mulch to make
up their in kind match. Some grants allow volunteer
time to count as match.

Private Funding Sources

To raise local funds, communities sometimes work
with a private foundation or non proﬁt organization
to launch a fundraising campaign, during which they
solicit donations from corporations, private foundations, businesses, philanthropic organizations, and
individual donors.
Consider that in Minnesota in 2012 non government
charitable giving totaled $5,729 billion dollars. Of
that amount: 72% of total private charitable giving
in Minnesota came from individuals, 10% came from
private foundations, 13% from corporate foundations
and giving programs, and 5% from community public
foundations. Given these statistics, it is wise to
devise fundraising campaigns for the projects in this
Plan that include solicitations from private sources,
especially individuals. Some private funding sources
are included in the list below.
This Plan calls for several types of improvements that
could be eligible for grants. Sources of funds are
listed below for many of the project types identiﬁed
in the Plan.
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1. DNR Outdoor Recreation Grants: For facilities
in local parks, including internal park trails;
$35k - $65K average grant awards, 50% cash
or in-kind match; Fed. LAWCON & State funds;
$379K total available annually statewide, due
end of March. Will fund trail rehabilitation,
interpretive signs, kiosk, overlook platform, etc.
Highly competitive.
2. Federal Recreational Trail Program: Funding
from Federal Highway Trust fund administered
by MnDNR. Maintenance and restoration of
existing trails, and trailside/trailhead facilities
are eligible. 25% cash or in-kind match. $1000
- $150k grants. Applications due end of Feb.;
$785,500 available in 2016 in MN.
3. National Outdoor Recreation Legacy Partnership
Program, administered by MnDNR. For
creating or reinvigorating parks in urban areas,
especially those that serve “underserved”
populations. LAWCON $; partnerships
encouraged. $250k - $750k; DNR nominates
& selects. 50% cash or in-kind match. Highly
competitive. Not funded every year.
Habitat Restoration
1. Lessard-Sams Conservation Partners Legacy
Grants: For conservation projects that
restore, enhance, or protect habitat. Funding
from Legacy Grants, Outdoor Heritage
Fund, $5000 - $400k. Up to 2 grant cycles/
year with Jan. & Sept. deadlines. Expedited
Conservation Projects (ECP): $5000 - $50k
grants; applications are accepted continuously,
reviewed up to 5 grant cycles/year for limited
activities. 10% cash or in-kind match.
2. REI Co-op, Stewardship Program: Community
aﬀairs dept., Bloomington store, will promote
and partner on service projects and events &
oﬀer product donations. Oﬀers some grants to
non proﬁts.
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3. Project Learning Tree Greenworks: Grants to
teachers for environmental community action
& service learning projects; $250 - $1000.
Partnerships encouraged; deadline end of Sept.
4. Subaru of America Partnership Grants: For
environmental stewardship & youth based
learning. $5000 minimum. Deadline mid
March.
Historical & Cultural Elements and Programming
1. Minnesota Historical and Cultural Heritage
Grants: Community History Projects category.
Funding from Clean Water, Land and Legacy
Amendment. Oral History/Research & Writing
subcategories could be used for Ethnographic
Review. Interpretive Programs & Public
Education subcategory could be used for
research and implementation of history related
interpretive panels, exhibits, brochures, events,
web development or interactive technology.
Small grants (up to $10k) awarded quarterly;
Over $10k deadline is mid-July for the preapplication, mid-Sept. for full application.
2. Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community;
largest philanthropic benefactor for Indian
Country nationally. Requests reviewed monthly.
Preference given to tribes in MN & Northern
Great Plains. Past focus areas have included
arts & culture, community support & youth.
Could be used for Native American interpretive
elements or programming.
Artist-Designed Park Elements or Arts & Cultural
Heritage Programming
1. Forecast Public Art: Two grant programs to
artists for public art projects. Emerging Artist
Project Grants: For creation of a new public
art project by a Minnesota based emerging
artist, $8,000 max. award, applications due
mid-October. Mid Career Project Grants: Up to
$50,000 for a mid-career professional artist, for
public art; applications due mid-July. Could be
used to design and fabricate the kiosk, benches,

and/or interpretive or wayﬁnding signs. Could
also be used to develop and present a program,
such as a dance, storytelling, music, or other
new work.
2. Southeastern Minnesota Arts Council (SEMAC):
For art projects and programming in an
11-county region. Local governments and non
proﬁts are eligible. Arts & Cultural Heritage
grants: $3000 - $10k, 20% match, Oct. 1 & Apr.
1 deadlines. Individual Artist Grants: $300 $5000 for established artists; $300 - $2500 for
emerging artists. Could also be used to develop
and present a program, such as a dance,
storytelling, music, or other new work.
General
1. Rochester Area Foundation: For projects/
programs that “enhance community vitality &
quality of life” in the greater Rochester area.
Has funded community development and
recreation projects in the past. Jan. 1 & Aug. 1
deadlines for pre-applications.
The funding sources described above could be used
to implement many of the goals and policies in this
Master Plan. The table in Figure 4.1 identiﬁes the
goals and policies for which the funding sources
above could be used.

C. Parks and Recreation Division
Management and Responsibilities
Trails and trailheads need periodic maintenance in
order to remain a safe and enjoyable place for people
to recreate. Below in Figures 4.2 - 4.4 are common
maintenance tasks that are performed by trail staﬀ
on existing natural and hard surface trails, based
on examples from across the U.S. The amount of
maintenance that a trail receives depends on many
factors, including usage type and amount, terrain
conditions, trail design and construction, weather,
and budgets. A high level and a recommended minimum amount of maintenance is shown for each task.
The Park and Recreation Department, with assistance
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Figure 4.2 Possible Funding Sources for Master Plan Goals and Policies
Master Plan
Goal

Master Plan
Policies

Subject

Possible Funding Source

1

1.2

Ethnographic review

MN Historical & Cultural Heritage
Grants

2

2.1

Interpretive programs

MN Historical & Cultural Heritage
Grants; Mdewakanton Sioux

4

4.1, 4.2

Kiosk, signs, benches

DNR Outdoor Recreation; Forecast
Public Art; SEMAC; Mdewakanton
Sioux

6&9

DNR Outdoor Recreation; Federal
6.1 – 6.5; 9.1 – 9.4 Trail renovation & development Recreational Trail Program; National
Outdoor Recreation Legacy

11

11.1 – 11.5

13

13.1

Habitat restoration

Conservation Partners Legacy;
REI Co-op; Project Learning Tree;
Subaru

Programming

Forecast Public Art; SEMAC;
Mdewakanton Sioux; Project
Learning Tree; MN Historical &
Cultural Heritage

from volunteers and partner organizations, will strive
to meet the maintenance guidelines below. These
guidelines are advisory only. Actual work and maintenance provided will be dependent upon volunteer
and funding availability, and the availability and prioritization of public staﬀ.

D. Partnerships
A key to successful implementation of this Master
Plan will be partnerships with non proﬁt organizations and groups as well as other government
agencies. The City of Rochester has a large park
system and limited staﬀ and budgets. Partnerships
add capacity to what the City would be able to
accomplish on its own. Listed below are major and
supporting partners who have contributed to planning, programming, restoration, maintenance, and
other activities related to Indian Heights Park. Even
with all of this assistance, however, it is up to the City
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to guide management of the Park, direct implementation of this Master Plan, and actively collaborate
with partners.

1. Major Partners

The City’s Park and Recreation Department have
had six major partner organizations and agencies
that have played key roles in the work of the Indian
Heights Park Steering Committee in 2010-11, and in
the creation of this Master Plan, as the City takes a
new direction in managing Indian Heights Park. The
ﬁve local partner organizations will continue to be involved in the Park as the Master Plan is implemented.
Below are brief descriptions of the major partner organizations, and the contributions they have already
made to Indian Heights Park. The future roles for
these organizations are also brieﬂy described below,
and are speciﬁed in the strategies in Section III.H:
Partnerships.
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Figure 4.3 Natural Surface Trail Maintenance Levels
High Level

Minimum

Pick up litter

Weekly during high season

Monthly

Inspect Trail: (condition of surfaces, overlook platform and
railings, signage, hazard trees,
downed limbs, etc.)

2-3x/month in high season,
As soon as possible after storms

Annually in Spring and after major
storms

Clear hazardous trees and trail
blockages

Remove as soon as possible

As needed

Trim/remove vegetation encroach3x/year (depends on vegetation
ing in vertical and horizontal clear
growth)
space

Annually in spring or late fall

Maintain and update information
kiosk, signs and maps

Repair/replace as soon as possible
if vandalized. Inspect annually for
updating needs

As needed; inspect annually

Inspect waterbars and grade dips,
clear drainage channel of debris,
regrade as necessary (with hand
tools)

Inspect with trail inspections,
clean as needed

Annual inspection and cleaning

Remove graﬃti

Within 24 hrs if oﬀensive, 10 days
if not oﬀensive

As soon as possible

Inspect and maintain overlook
platform and railing, gate to Assisi
Heights

Inspect with trail inspections;
repair/replace as needed

Annual inspection and after major
storms, repair/replace as needed

Repair ﬂood and rain damage

As needed

As needed

Maintain trees in trail corridor
(tree health, hazard tree removal)

Inspect annually

As needed

Minor repairs: Repair minor erosion or other trail damage, ﬁll
holes, etc.

Immediate repair if safety hazard,
otherwise quarterly

Inspect in spring, repair as needed

Major rehabilitation of problem
areas

As needed

As needed
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Figure 4.4 Additional Maintenance Levels for Hard Surface Trail in Entrance Area1
High Level
Sweep trail surface

Every 7-15 days with mowing;
weekly during fall

Minor repairs: Repair or patch
Immediate repair if safety hazard,
minor cracks and edge damage, ﬁll
otherwise quarterly
potholes, etc.

Minimum
Once in spring, once in fall, and
after major storms
Inspect in spring, repair as needed

Seal coat (asphalt)

Average in Rail Trail survey: after 9
As needed
years. MN DNR: after 6 years

Major rehabilitation: Repave
asphalt (usually added to Capital
Improvements budget)

Average in Rail-Trail survey: after
17 years

As needed

Winter Snow removal on asphalt
trail only

As needed

None

Figure 4.5 Entrance Area and Other Park Maintenance Levels
High Level

Minimum

Maintain parking lot (surface, stripAs needed
ing, lighting, etc.)

As needed

Mow entrance area

Every 7-15 days

As needed

Upkeep and update information
kiosk and other signs

Repair/replace as soon as possible
if vandalized. Inspect annually for
updating needs

As needed; inspect annually

Keep map/brochure boxes supplied Weekly during high season

Monthly

Trash receptacle

Daily

As needed

Benches

Monthly inspections

Annual inspections

Rain garden planting, seeding and
maintenance

Weekly or more often in 1st year;
monthly after 1st year

Twice a year during spring and fall

Inspect park for evidence of illegal
activities (ﬁres, after hours use,
etc.); remove/repair damage

Inspect with trail
Report as soon as possible to appropriate authorities
Remove/dismantle evidence as
soon as possible (ﬁre scars, etc.)

As needed after reports from
public or police
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a) RNeighbors/Friends of Indian Heights (FOIH)

“

Friends of Indian Heights was formed in 2010. Its
mission is to:
…provide stewardship, advocacy, and
education to actively preserve, restore, and
respect the endangered environment and
uniﬁed neighborhood of Indian Heights Park
(IHP) and Thompson Mill Race Park (TMRP) in
Rochester, Minnesota so that they can remain
viable historic, natural areas for all to enjoy.

FOIH’s works in three issue areas:

”

• Park and Environmental Stewardship,

• Community and Neighborhood Stewardship,
and
• Recreation and Education Stewardship.

FOIH has had an Adopt-A-Park agreement with the
City Park and Recreation Department. FOIH duties
speciﬁed in the agreement are to pick up trash in
both Indian Heights and Thompson Mill Race. Since
its inception, FOIH volunteers have logged thousands of hours in and about these Parks. Some of
the on- and oﬀ-site events they have coordinated or
co-coordinated include:
• Habitat restoration volunteer work days;
• Two Conservation Partners Legacy grants
for habitat restoration, with the Park and
Recreation Department;
• Park tours;

• National Night Out neighborhood gatherings;
• Oﬀ-site Wasi Oju lectures, with the Rochester
Public Library and others; and
• Celebrate Dakota Week events, with other
partners
• Environmental education events for youth,
with Project Get Outdoors
FOIH has been an active participant in the original

Indian Heights Park Steering Committee and on the
Master Plan Committee.
RNeighbors is a neighborhood resource center and
the parent organization and ﬁscal agent for FOIH.
RNeighbors supports neighborhood associations and
provides tools to build community and grow great
neighborhoods. They have supported tree plantings
and Citizen Forester Training. The organization’s
Executive Director has been a member of the Master
Plan Committee.
In the future, FOIH and RNeighbors will continue to
oﬀer coordination, project management, and volunteer labor to continue the types of activities on which
they have worked in the past.
b) Greater Rochester Area Dakota Supporters
(GRADS)
GRADS is “a grass roots non-proﬁt organization in
Rochester, Minnesota with a mission of promoting
healing and understanding through education and
reconciliation.” They strive to work collaboratively
to “give rise to a welcoming, inclusive community for
the Dakota and other indigenous people living in or
visiting this area.” They work to bridge cultural gaps
through mutual respect for the purpose of mutual
enrichment.2
In 2012 they were awarded a Minnesota Historical
Society grant to collect oral history pertaining to
Indian Heights Park, and to host two ceremonies.
GRADS coordinated a blessing and healing ceremony
in 2012, and a “Wiping of the Tears” ceremony in
2013 at the park. They were a primary organizer for
the 2012 Celebrate Dakota Week. GRADS members
provided input for the Indian Heights Park Steering
Committee, and several members have been active
with the Master Plan Committee.
In the future, GRADS is committed to restoring the
sacred and spiritual nature of IHP through appropriate Dakota cultural ceremonies and traditions.
They will continue to collaborate with other partners
and interested stakeholders to restore and preserve Indian Heights Park to its natural and sacred
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splendor. Speciﬁcally, GRADS is interested in applying
for additional Minnesota Historical Society grants to
create interpretive panels for the overlook and the
entrance area information kiosk.
c) Native American Center of Southeast
Minnesota (NACSM)
This Center is a Rochester-based non-proﬁt organization that began in the mid-1980’s. Some of its
purposes are to encourage and promote:
• Native American cultural awareness and
activities for the Native American Group and
Southeast Minnesota community; and
• Better understanding of Native American
culture and history within the Southeast
Minnesota community.
NACSM hosts an annual Native American Arts and
Crafts Expo and other events. It was invovled in the
2011 Celebrate Dakota Week, and has been an active
member of Indian Heights Park Steering Committee,
and on the Master Plan Committee.
In the future, NACSM will continue to partner with
the City and other IHP partners on future projects
and activities to increase cultural awareness and
better understanding of the signiﬁcance of the Park
as a Native American historic and sacred site.
d) Prairie Smoke
Prairie Smoke is the name of a Southeastern
Minnesota non-proﬁt volunteer organization that was
formed as an educational and management resource
for private landowners and public agencies desiring help with prairies. With a current membership
of over 200 members, Prairie Smoke continues to
promote its mission of encouraging the restoration,
propagation and maintenance of Minnesota prairies
of all sizes, both urban and rural. It has oﬀered many
ﬁeld trips, prairie workdays, seed collection trips,
and prescribed burn classes. Prairie Smoke members
have assisted with the site evaluation of the plant
communities in Indian Heights Park with plant identiﬁcation and recording, seed collection, and with
the creation of the natural resources portions of this
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Master Plan. They have been committed members of
the Master Plan Committee.
In the future, Prairie Smoke will continue to work
with IHP stakeholders to provide natural resource
expertise to meet the restoration goals for the Park,
such as plant identiﬁcation, plant community monitoring, and habitat restoration planning.
e) Zumbro Valley Audubon Society (ZVAS)
The mission of this local chapter of the National
Audubon Society is to bring environmental awareness, appreciation, and advocacy to the community.
They support environmental education, develop
public appreciation and awareness of the natural
world, advocate for environmentally positive activities and policies, and encourage members to
participate in decision-making processes concerning
environmental issues. They oﬀer monthly programs
at another City Park, Quarry Hill, and oﬀer frequent
bird walks and ﬁeld trips. They participate in nature-based events, and oﬀers free Nature in Your
Neighborhood events tours for groups. Initially, ZVAS
circulated petitions, assisted in biotic inventories, and
provided support at public meetings. An Audubon
representative provided input for the Indian Heights
Park Steering Committee and was a member of the
Master Plan Committee.
In the future, ZVAS will continue to be involved in
supporting the restoration of the savanna habitat,
and in increasing awareness of the need for these
ecosystems for birds, wildlife and the people who use
this resource. Possible roles for ZVAS are in hosting
or leading Nature in Your Neighborhood or birding
events at IHP, participating in future plant community
inventories and monitoring, cross promotion of IHP
activities to Audubon members, and advocating for
IHP related public policy decisions, such as budget
hearings.
f) Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance
Program of the National Park Service (RTCA)
RNeighbors and the City applied in 2012 for assistance from this community assistance arm of the
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National Park Service for help in creating this Master
Plan. RTCA provides cities, counties, non-proﬁt organizations and the like with assistance on outdoor
recreation and conservation projects through an
annual application process, at no cost to accepted
projects. RTCA provided several years of assistance
with the Master Plan process. RTCA staﬀ guided the
planning process, facilitated committee meetings,
provided research and expertise on park and trail
issues, assisted in writing the Plan, created maps and
graphics, and designed and compiled the publication document. Additional RTCA assistance in future
years is possible for speciﬁc implementation projects
in this Park, or with other park or trail planning projects, through the application process.

2. Supporting Partners
a) Olmsted County and Rochester City Planning
This department is the local source for IHP data and
maps on soils, geology, original surveyor’s notes from
the 1800’s, land ownership history, and aerial photos.
They also have information on nearby indigenous
“heritage” sites in Rochester and Olmsted County.
This department will also need to be consulted
regarding permitting for any construction, such as
installation of the kiosk and benches in the entrance
area.
b) Rochester Public Schools
The District is interested in Indian Heights Park as a
natural space that allows its diverse community to be
together and reﬂect. District representatives have
expressed interest in it as a place where youth can
reconnect with the natural world and learn Dakota
history. They are especially interested in have students in their Student and Family Engagement (SAFE)
program use the Park to study and become stewards of the land. It is a holistic career and college
readiness leadership program for historically underserved youth and their families. The Park is also
a possible ﬁeld trip site for environmental science,
Minnesota and Dakota history, creative writing, art,
and other subjects. Opportunities should also be
explored to partner with the District’s Community

Education program. IHP could be the site for STEM
enrichment courses for youth, or Summer of Service
volunteer days. For adults, park educational tours
in the Nature/Outdoors category are possible. The
Community Education program also oﬀers volunteer fairs 3 times per year with the Rochester
Area Volunteer Administrators, which is a potential
method to increase volunteer numbers for habitat
restoration and other work.
c) Conservation Corps Minnesota and Iowa (CCM)
This non proﬁt organization that was formerly part
of the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources,
CCM oﬀers several types of outdoor work and service learning opportunities for youth ages 15 – 18
and 18 – 25. One program particularly suitable for
IHP is Restoring Relations, which connects American
Indian teenagers to their heritage through hands-on
environmental projects on lands and waters of cultural and historic signiﬁcance. This summer program
includes two weeks of outdoor work on project sites
around Minnesota, and should be explored for IHP.
CCM has worked in IHP already, installing water bars
on trails and removing invasive species. Field crews
of youth with their adult supervisors can lead trail
renovation or habitat restoration projects, assist with
plant inventories, install minor facilities, or perform
outdoor maintenance tasks. Individual placements
can work on natural resource management or community outreach projects.
d) The History Center of Olmsted County (HCOC)
HCOC is the repository for local historical documents,
photos and artifacts, and oﬀers historical exhibits
and presentations to the public. HCOC has partnered
with FOIH in the past, providing assistance with
archival documents, historical expertise, and cultural event planning, such as Celebrate Dakota Week
and historical presentations. They are compiling an
exhibit on local American Indian history, which can
promote the opportunity to visit Indian Heights Park.
HCOC seeks to oﬀer more resources on local Native
American history. HCOC will continue to collaborate
with FOIH, the City, and other partners on program
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development and collaborative events. One possibility is promoting combined ﬁeld trips to HCOC and
IHP. Other possible partnership activities include
historical research on IHP by students or volunteers,
and the development of a narrated, virtual tour of
the park.
e) Rochester Public Library
The Library, part of the City government, is more
than just a place to check out books and other
media. It oﬀers events, classes, discussion groups
and ﬁlm showings. The Library routinely collaborates
with Indian Heights partners to organize events that
promote the natural resources of Olmsted County
and the park’s historical and cultural signiﬁcance. It
has hosted the IHP related, well attended Wasi Oju
Lecture Series, author events, and documentary ﬁlm
and discussion groups. The Library is not an ideal
archive location, but has become a resource for
Dakota-based publications, with donations from, and
purchases with, the Mayo Employee Resource Group,
Celebrate Dakota. The Library will provide space for
meetings, discussion groups, and lectures related to
IHP, and can promote events. The Library staﬀ would
like to oﬀer IHP as an on-the-ground site for student
research on environmental and Native American
topics to complement library research.
f) Mayo Clinic Native CIRCLE (Cancer Information
Resource Center and Learning Exchange)
This is part of Comprehensive Cancer Center at Mayo
Clinic, and is a resource center providing cancer- and
non-cancer-related materials to health care professionals and lay people involved in the education,
care and treatment of American Indians and Alaska
Natives. This group is interested in Indian Heights
Park as a place of respite where their patients can
gain a spiritual sense of well being, since many
patients are far from their home communities. The
CIRCLE can promote IHP to patients and families. The
City and FOIH can provide promotional materials,
such as brochures.

g) Rochester Community and Technical College
(RCTC)
RCTC includes a Biology Department and oﬀers an
Environmental Science Program. Professors are interested in oﬀering assistance with ecologically related
aspect of IHP, such as plant and wildlife surveys.
Students can become involved in habitat restoration
or survey work through the Department’s internship
course or through the service learning program.
RCTC also oﬀers other coursework and Associates
Degrees in other subjects which may be helpful in
implementing this Plan, such as:
• Graphic design and web design: website
and web page updates, design for exhibits,
brochures, marketing materials, etc.
• Horticultural Science and Technology: urban
forestry assistance in forest management,
tree surveys, etc.; landscape design assistance
to design rain garden
• Natural Science: habitat surveys and
restoration work
• Photography: photographing events, photo
surveys of plants
• Youth work: leading youth events or classes
at IHP
h) Assisi Heights Spirituality Center
Because Assisi Heights, owned by the Sisters of St.
Francis, shares a border with the Park, management
staﬀs have already collaborated on the access gate
between the properties, and on natural resources
management. A more formal agreement to work together, such as a memorandum of understanding, is
recommended. Areas of potential increased collaboration include:
• Managing invasive species,
• Habitat restoration,
• Property boundary surveying and marking
• Managing access between the Park and Assisi
Heights, including for people with disabilities.
Currently, there is a set of metal bollards and a locked
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metal chain across the trail between the properties. Assisi Heights management has preliminarily
agreed to allow people with disabilities to park at
Assisi Heights and access Indian Heights through
their property to reach the upper Park trails. FOIH
would handle calls requesting access, and make
arrangements with Assisi Heights. The details of this
arrangement will need to be ﬁnalized in order to
oﬀer this access option.
i) Diversity Council
This group’s mission is to educate people to embrace
diversity as a foundation for building a healthy, inclusive and prosperous community. It provides diversity
training for schools, businesses and other groups. It
oﬀers lectures and discussions, and could potentially
collaborate on or help promote events related to IHP,
such as promoting Celebrate Dakota Week events to
diverse audiences.
j) Other City Departments
The Parks and Recreation Department, regularly
collaborates with other City Departments on matters
of mutual interest. Some of the subjects for collaboration that relate to IHP are:
• Police: After hours park use; illegal activities
• Public Transportation: publicizing bus access
to the Park
• Public Works: wayﬁnding signage along city
streets; parking management
• Emergency Management: disaster response
and preparedness
i) Other potential partnerships
There are many other non proﬁt organizations and
government agencies with which the Parks and
Recreation Department could partner to assist in implementing this Master Plan. Some of them are:
• Minnesota Master Naturalist Program:
potential source for volunteer training and
for additional volunteers to lead nature walks
and environmental education events

• Minnesota Adult and Teen Challenge: This
chemical addiction recovery program has
a location for men on Assisi Drive, in close
proximity to the Park. The Park could be a
place for exercise and the program could be a
source for volunteers.
• Silver Creek Corner: Silver Creek Corner
opened its doors in December 2011. Located
in Rochester, Minnesota, it oﬀers 40 units
of Group Residential Housing for homeless
chronic alcoholics. Center City Housing
partners with Olmsted County Community
Services and the Zumbro Valley Mental
Health Center which provides a nurse. The
property was developed to provide housing
and supportive services to Olmsted County.
Silver Creek Corner is the ﬁrst of this type of
housing in the Rochester area. Some of the
residents have volunteered at IHP to help
clear and stack buckthorn and other projects
and have become quite enthusiastic about it.
• Summer of Service: A program of Rochester
Public Schools’ Community Education, this is
a service learning program for youth entering
grades 5 – 12. During each of four two-week
sessions every summer, youth work in teams
of 10 to help with community projects. This
is a potential source for volunteers for habitat
restoration, and trail and park maintenance.
• Zumbro Watershed Partnership: This member
based, non proﬁt organization works toward
cleaner water and fewer ﬂoods. They are a
source for presentations about the Zumbro
valley, water science, etc., which could be a
part of IHP related events and educational
lectures. There is a Watershed Restoration
and Protection Strategy document, with
which the management strategies for IHP
should comply, especially the tract close to
the river.
• MN Master Naturalists: As City budgets
continue to be constrained and staﬃng is
limited, Rochester will need to increasingly
depend on collaborative eﬀorts through
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partnerships to achieve the improvements
in this Master Plan for Indian Heights Park,
to increase the public awareness and
understanding of the Park’s signiﬁcance
through programming, and to sustainably
maintain the Park and protect its resources
for future generations to enjoy. Through
collaborative eﬀorts, the goals of this Master
Plan for Indian Heights Park can be achieved.
End Notes
1. Sources: Cannon Valley Trail Assn.; Stearns Co. Parks;
Capital Crescent Trail Management Group; Milwaukee
Co Trails Network Plan; “Rail-Trail Maintenance and
Operation, Rails-to-Trails Conservancy, 2005.
2. https://gradseducate.wordpress.com
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